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Abstract

This is a study on phonological and morphological adaptation of English loan words into the

Kikabete dialect of the Gikuyu language. The research study is divided into five chapters.

Chapter one will look. at the background of the study, statement of the problem, research

objectives, hypotheses, rationale and significance of the study, scope and limitation of the

study, theoretical frame work and the research methodology.

Chapter two will outline the Gikuyu phonemic inventory and some of the major phonological

processes involving consonants and vowels in the language. In addition, it will outline the
I

dikuyu syllable structure within the Natural Generative Phonology (N.G.P) framework.

Emphasis will be laid on the phoneme and the syllable, because the two phenomena are

important in the study of loan word adaptation processes.

chapter three, will analyze the phonological adaptation processes of English loan words into

the Gikuyu language. This analysis will mainly concentrate on the phonemic and syllable

structure processes involved in loan words adaptation.

Chapter four will describe how English loan words are adapted morphologically into the

Gikuyu language. Of particular interest in this chapter will be the process of affixation, which

will assign English loan words into the various Gikuyu noun classes.

At the close of this research study is chapter five which will offer a summary, conclusion and

recommendations for further research in this area of study.
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CHAPTER ONE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background to the Study
Gikuyu language is categorized in zone E. group 50 (Guthrie 1948) .In addition, the language

belongs to the central branch of Bantu in the Niger-Kordofanian language family.

Furthermore, it is one of the five languages of the Thangicu subgroup of the Bantu languages

that stretche from Kenya to Tanzania. Mutahi (1977) states that, Gikuyu has seven dialects

namely, Ki-embu spoken in Ernbu. Ki-mbeere spoken in Mbeere and parts of Kirinyaga.

Ki-gichugu spoken in Kirinyaga and Embu districts. Ki-ndia spoken in Kirinyaga, Ki-rnathira

spoken in Nyeri, the northern dialect, spoken in Nyeri and Muranga and lastly, the southern

dialect [Ki-kabete] spoken in Kiambu and Thika Districts.

1.1."1 Contact Between Gikuyu and English Languages,

The contact between Gikuyu and English languages, can be traced way back to J 888 when the

first Europeans started to trickle into the interior, under the Imperial British East African

Company (I.B.E.A.Co.). The European missionaries, who spoke English, later came into the

interior traveling through Gikuyu land on their way to Uganda.

Roseburg (1966:29) argues that 1888 marked the beginning of the contact between

Africans and Europeans. The Africans had contacts with missionaries, settlers, soldiers and

the protectorate employers. The contact between English and Gikuyu languages, which

significantly led to the English loan words finding their way into the Gikuyu language took

place as a result of the following.

To begin with, the English missionaries, in their bid to spread the gospel, taught many

Gikuyu people the English language and as a result, a class of bilinguals emerged. The

bilinguals later introduced English loan words into the Gikuyu language. The Gikuyu young

men were recruited as porters and were taught English, so that they could serve their masters

effectively. Roseburg (1966:29) states that. a raid was carried out in 1917 at Uplands area in
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Kiambu, whereby tens of thousands of Gikuyu young men were taken hostage and recruited

as porters, to serve the Europeans who ventured into the interior of East Africa. Secondly,

many Gikuyu young men were recruited to serve as porters in the First World War.

According to Kaplan et al (1967), the number of those recruited was estimated to be about

200,000. According to Roseburg (1966), the Gikuyu had been in the forefront of the

country's political development since the British arrived. Unlike nearly all the other tribes

who had enough land to cushion the impact of foreign civilization, the Gikuyu had little or

marginal land. The result was many Gikuyu migrating to work in white owned farms as

labourers and shamba boys. In addition, there was also a belief among Africans that they

would become rapidly civilized by coming into direct contact with the Europeans. Due to the

factors outlined above, many English loan words were adapted into the Gikuyu language. It

is worth to point out at this juncture that, the contact between these two languages has not

ceased, rather the language still borrows from English and vice versa. For example, as a

result of the technological advancement, new English terms continue to emerge and are

borrowed by the Gikuyu speakers. Examples of these terms are, computer, mobile phone,

internet, to mention but a few ..

1.1.2 Reasons for Borrowing

Antilla (1972: 162) argues that, in many documented cases in the world it is possible to

observe situations where a foreign upper class imposes its way of life on speakers of the other

languages. In this respect, when the British colonialists conquered East Africa they

influenced many languages because, they represented a 'superior' culture. 'Superior' culture

implies that, they had an official grip of all government systems, the church, legal system and

various aspects of social life. The consequence of this was Gikuyu language borrowing a
,

large number of words from English language, especially, the English words denoting, ideas
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or concepts new to Gikuyu speakers. for example we have words borrowed in various fields,

illustrated as follows

(1) English Gikuyu

Religion
Deacon
Bishop
Law
Court
Summons
Social life and Dressing
Suit
Beer

dikoni
bishobu

igoti
thamanji

thuti
bia

Languages also borrow due to the need filling motives, for example, when a new item or a

concept is introduced into a language, the need arises and the recipient language borrows the

item together with its name. The English language is considered prestigious due to the

technological advancement of the English people. Consequently, many people would aspire

to be like them. They will associate the language with the technological advancement; this

would in turn lead to languages considered less prestigious borrowing extensively from more

prestigious ones. This perhaps could be the reason why Gikuyu has borrowed a large number

of Engl ish words.

1.1.3 Criteria for the Direction of Borrowing

1.1.3.1 (a) Phonological Criteria

According to Antilla (1972), a word may appear in two unrelated languages, e.g. in our case

between English and Gikuyu, it will be difficult to determine which language borrowed from

the other. In addition, according to Lehman (1962), it can turn out that the word was

borrowed from a third language e.g. desk, flask, kiosk are all Russian in origin. English

borrowed from Russian languages all words ending with the sound Isk!. Gikuyu in turn

borrowed from English these words e.g. dethiki 'desk.' In this regard, there is an
I

introduction of a sound Isk! which is not native to English. Therefore, one can easily

determine the direction of borrowing, whereby in this case, English borrowed the words from
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Russians. On the other hand, Gikuyu does not have the sound Isl in its inventory of

consonants. Therefore, one can easily identify Gikuyu as the borrower of the word from

English, because, there is some evidence of the contact between these two languages,

whereas there is no such evidence with the Russian languages. This is an example of the

phonological criterion for determining the direction of borrowing, i.e. mapping relations.

1.1.3.2 (b) Morphological Criteria

According to Antilla (1972), if a word appears in two unrelated languages and its morphemes

are unanalysable in one language then it is a borrowed word in that language. For example

an English word 'blanket' can inflect for plural with the addition of Is! i.e. 'blankets'. On the

other -hand when it is borrowed in Gikuyu the same analysis cannot take place, hence we

cannot add Isl at the end of the word to yield morengetis, this is not possible in Gikuyu.

Therefore, the word will have to be reanalyzed to fit into class 3/4 [rno-me] of the Gikuyu

noun classes, before it can be marked for plural. In this case its plural will be mirengeti.

From this example, it is evident that, the English word blanket cannot be analyzed in Gikuyu

by just the mere addition of a morpheme [-s] to mark plural, therefore, the word will have to

be reanalyzed to conform to Gikuyu morphology. According to Welmers (J973) , Gikuyu,

like all other Bantu languages, puts all its nouns in their respective noun classes, where

prefixes are added to mark singular and plural, hence we have Imo-rengetil as singular and

Imi-rengetil as plural. This puts the word into classes 3 and 4 of the Gikuyu noun classes.

Following this analysis we can conclude that, Gikuyu borrowed the word from English. This

is an example of the morphological criteria for determining the direction of borrowing.
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1.1.3.3 (c) Semantic Criteria

AntilIa (1972) uses the word 'moccasin', to illustrate how a semantic criterion is used to

determine the direction of borrowing. In an American Indian language this word means a

type of shoe. To the English speaker the word does not have meaning. However to an

American Indian it has meaning of a type of shoe made from leather but without laces. In

this respect we can conclude that, the English people borrowed the word from the American

Indians with whom they probably had contact with. This is an example of a semantic

criterion for determining the direction of borrowing. The same criteria can be used to

establish the direction of borrowing between English and Gikuyu languages. e.g. the word
I,

'computer' does not have meaning to a Gikuyu native speaker but it has meaning to an

English native speaker, so when the word appears in Gikuyu then we can conclude it is a loan

word from English, because it has meaning in English

1.1.4 Categories That are Normally Borrowed

According to Arlotto (1972: 184), nouns are the most frequently borrowed categories of

words. This study will therefore dwell on noun borrowing. Arlotto (1972:184) states that,

this form of borrowing is the most common type of borrowing between languages. He

further states that, the lexicon is the most unstable part of any language; therefore languages

borrow words or discard them with little or no effect on the rest of the grammar of the

borrowing language.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

This study seeks to find out what happens once borrowed English lexical items enter into

Gikuyu language. Falk (1993) argues that, languages do not borrow in a haphazard manner
( ,

but rather under particular conditions. It is with this notion in m\nd that I seek to find out

which phonological and morphological processes are involved so that English loan words are

adapted into the Gikuyu language. Infact once they get adapted into the Gikuyu language,
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one would not easily discern the borrowed words from native ones. Lehman (1972) adds that

borrowed words follow certain processes for them to be adapted; therefore one needs to

understand how these processes take shape in a language. These processes are what Antilla

(1972) refers to as retailoring processes. The work of Arlotto (1972) summarizes the above

idea in the following quotation.

One very significant fact about borrowing is that borrowed words are assimilated into

the phonem ic (or sound) system of the borrowing language. What this means is that

after a word has been fully absorbed into a new language it sounds like an ordinary

word of that language and is subject to all its rules. Arlotto (1972: 185).

Since the two languages i.e. English and Gikuyu are different in terms of sound structure and

word structure, then there must be some processes which are applied to English loan words. .

such that they appear to fit so well into Gikuyu language. This phenomenon provided the

driving force toward our seeking to examine, describe and analyze the phonological and

morphological processes that are involved so that English loan words can be accommodated

into Gikuyu language. The following example illustrates how this analysis will be done, for

example.

(2) English Gikuyu

Skirt [skg.t] th ikati [Oikati]

In the above example, the English phoneme [s] changes to [0], a voiceless alveolar fricative

changes to a voiced dental fricative in Gikuyu. Similarly a vowel [i] is inserted in English

consonant cluster [sk] thus we get [oikati] in Gikuyu.

Two phonological processes have taken place in the above example to accommodate the

English loan word 'skirt' into Gikuyu. These processes are, vowel epenthesis and phoneme

substitution, where the English consonant /s! is substituted with /0/
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languages have distinct phonological and morphological systems. Therefore this study would

add on to the knowledge about Gikuyu language generally.

1.6 Scope and Limitations

This study will mainly focus on phonological and morphological processes involved in the

nativisation of English loan words into Gikuyu language. This is because once a word has

been borrowed into a language, the first thing that that language does is to modify the sound,

such that it sounds like any other native sound in that language. These two processes take

place first before other processes take efTect. Lexical borrowing will also be the focus of this

study, since it is the most common type of borrowing between languages. Lastly, Gikuyu

loan words adaptation into English will also not be looked at due to limitation of time and

finances.

1.7 Theoretical Framework

This study will employ the Natural Generative Phonology (N.G.P.) theory in the analysis of

phonological and morphological processes involved in the English loan word adaptation into

the Gikuyu language. Hooper (1976), argues that, N.G.P. is a theory of morpho phonology

and is also a concrete theory".

1.7.1 Background to the Tbeory

According to Hooper (1976: 12), the theory of Natural generative phonology (N.G.P) was first

proposed by Theo vennemann in 1971 in an attempt to constrain abstractness in phonology.

On the other hand, Clark and Yallop (1995: 402), take this discussion further by stating that

the (N.G.P.) theory was largely expounded by Hooper in her book entitled "An introduction

to Natural generative phonology" with the aim of constraining abstractness in phonology.

This theory is based in part on Transformational Generative Phonology (T.G.P) developed in

the early 1950. This theory differs from T.G.P with regard to the treatment of abstractness in

I it is a concrete theory because other previous theories of phonology lay emphasis on abstractness i.e.
Transformational generative phonology (T.G.n by Chomsky and Halle (1950)

\,.
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phonology. Secondly, N.G.P is described as a more constrained theory compared to T.G.P.

Thirdly, the formal devices of N.G.P theory are considered to be less powerful than those of

the previous generative theories i.e. (T.G.P.).

In Hooper's (1976) words;

The beauty of constraints proposed by Vennemann are not like the proposed

constraints which are random attempts at patch up jobs which generate excesses, but a

fundamental reformulation of a morphophonological theory. Hooper (1976: vi)

Infact Generative Phonology (T.G.P.) is considered too powerful such that it is capable of

describing many systems that are not possible human languages. Lastly N.G.P is a more

concrete theory compared to (T.G.P.). This is in regard to formulation of rules of grammar.

This will be examined later in this discussion.

1.7.2 The Basic Principles of the Natural Generative Phonology Theory

There are a number of basic principles concerning N.G.P as outlined by Hooper (1976). She

examines the consequences of N.G.P for the morphological analyses of a wide range of data

from various languages e.g. Spanish, French, e.t.c

To begin with, she claims that, now that we can limit abstractness, so can we limit the

possihle underlying forms, thus putting constraints to the rules of the grammar. Consider the

following example from Clark and Yallop (1995:403)

(3) 1. Demon [dimon] demonic [ domnnic ] if we constrain abstractness, we will then

propose that one of the two words above is the underlying form and the other is a surface

form. If that is the case, we will ask the question, why do we have [~] occurring in one form

and not the other, after the initial consonant [;}]? Should we formulate a rule explaining this,

then we will have a problem. This is because one ofthe given elements does not exist in one

of the words shown above. According to Hooper (1976:13), it would be claimed that part of

its structural description (SO) does not exist on the surface in English. Therefore, N.G.P has
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to place constraints to such rules. Viewed in this way the abstract rule of the type

exemplified above would not be allowed. In Hooper's (1976: \3) words;

A very strong constraint on rules would be one that does not allow abstract rules at

all, it would require that all rules express transparent surface generalization,

generalizations that are true for all surface forms and that, furthermore, express the

relation between surface forms in the most direct manner. We will call this condition,

the true generalization condition.

The above claim makes N.G.P a concrete theory, since it constrains abstract rules by applying

the true generalization principle. This principle allows us to have rules of the grammar that

make generalizations that are true and testable. That is, it states that the rules the native

speakers form are based on surface form and they relate one surface form with another, rather

than relating the underlying form with the surface form. To conclude on the above principle,

the theory requires that phonological rules and representations bear a direct relation to the

surface linguistic forms; the resulting concrete analyses are subject to empirical

disconfirmation than abstract analyses as explained in THE SOUND PATTERN OF

ENGLISH (SPE) and other similar works.

Another basic principle states what a possible natural language is because it constrains a

number of possible grammars from any given body of data. Under the true generalization

condition the rule i.e. in the English example shown above, will be excluded because it does

not provide generalizations that account for all environments. The true generalization

condition constrains abstractness by determining what a 'possible rule' is.

In N.G.P, we have certain rule types each having its unique characteristics. These rules

include the following; phonetically conditioned rules, morphophonemic rules, syllabification
I

rules, morphological spell out or word formation rules and via rules.
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1.7.2.1 Phonetically Conditioned Rules (p-Rules)

The important point about these rules2 is that they are automatic or insuppressible and they do

not have exceptions. According to Wamberia (1993) p-rules are more universal and are

found in all languages. As long as the rule contains only phonetic information, then it can be

placed under this class for example, the P-rule will state the tendency of voiceless alveolar

liquid to be labialized before high back vowel e.g. the Kiswahili word [lwulwu]. In Gikuyu

loan word for 'school' [sku:l] thukuru [ aukuru]. Consonant clusters are not permitted in

Gikuyu words, as a result a vowel is always inserted to break this cluster. In the analysis of

this loan word the vowel [u] is inserted between [0] and [k] from English [s] and [k] to break

this cluster. Lastly p-rules also constitute the laws of pronunciation for the language.

Another category of p-rules are the ones that are referred to as emerging p-rules. Their

application is blocked by social, morphological or syntactic factors. Hooper (1976) gives the

following example;

deletion of [ t 1 and r d 1 syllable finally: the two morphological markers of tense will less

commonly be deleted e.g. in marking tense in the word killed as compared to kilt where [ t ]

may be deleted depending on social factors e.g. individual pronunciation habits of a speaker.

As long as the conditioning and motivating environment for the rule is phonetic andthe non

phonetic factors block, but do not condition, the application of the rule, it may still be

considered a P-rule. P-rules are natural and this can be confirmed or disconfirmed using

empirical methods.

1.7.2.2 Morphophonemic Rules (MP-Rules)

Hooper (1976) argues that these rules are involved in sound-meaning correspondence of a

language and are thus language specific. In addition, these rules change phonological

I
features in the environment described in morphosyntactic or syntactic categories such as

,,

2According to Vennemann (197Ia) as cited by Hooper (1976:14), phonetically conditioned rules convey only
phonetic information.
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plural, past or noun and verb. This rule explains the reason why we have various allomorphs

making plural in a limited number of English nouns e.g. / -s - iz - es - z / in the words

(chief -chiefs, knife- knivejz]s, house -hou[z]es bus-bus[iz]es) Phonology alone cannot

explain the above phenomenon, but a morphophonemic rule would explain it. Distinction

between MP-rules and P-rules is another important feature of N.G.P. theory. Other

generative theories e.g. T.G.P. theory does not make such a distinction. In T.G.P. rules

containing phonetic information are not distinguished from those that contain non phonetic

information, therefore they are all lumped together. T.G.P lacks true generalization

conditions that specify how a rule should be formulated. In this regard a rule can be

formulated in phonetic terms even if it does not correspond directly to the surface phonetic

facts.

1.7.2.3 Sandhi Rules

According to Hooper (1976,) sandhi rules are a class of rules that are intermediate between p-

rules and mp-rules. If a rule contains a word boundary but no other non phonetic

information, it will be considered a sandhi rule. The word boundary functioning in a sandhi

rule must be considered a syntactic boundary because it is determined arbitrarily by the

syntax and semantics and not phonology. Similarly, a word boundary resembles a

phonological boundary, since it has potential to coincide with a syllable boundary. Ideally

what can start and end a word can also start and end a syllable. In addition where.a word can

start and end can also be where an utterance can start and end. The close relation between
t,

word boundary and phonological boundary makes sandhi rules behave like P-rules, therefo~

these rules are insuppressible.

1.7.2.4 Other Rules
i

These are morphological spell! out rules which offer a phonological shape to abstract

morphemes. Hooper (1976) states that, unlike in other previous theories, in N.G.P. it is

always not necessary to have only one underlying phonological representation for each
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morpheme. Via rules cater for putative alternations; they are also referred to as lexical rules.

Following the application of these rules, it is always necessary that a form can derive another

and the relation can be expressed lexically through via rules.

1.7.2.5 No-Ordering Condition

In T.G.P, rules apply sequentially i.e. one rule applies to the output of the preceding rule at a

fixed position in that order. According to Hooper (1976) such a situation would allow

abstract analysis. In N.G.P rules are allowed to apply more than once and not in a fixed

order. The no-ordering condition' eliminates cases of neutralization and abstract relations

among rules. Hooper (1976) further states that the no-ordering condition cannot constrain

phonological abstractness alone. Rather, it should apply together with the true generalization

condition for it to be successful. She gives a Spanish example to show how the no-ordering

condition applies.

(4) Underlying form surface form

(a) Lakte Layte k-y 1- {t}

(b) Laytce Lay c e t-» c/y-

(c) Layce Leyce

(d) Levee Lece

Where (a) and (b) are intrinsically ordered (b) cannot apply until (a) has applied because (a)

creates Iyl which is an important part of the structural description (SO) of (b). (c) Cannot

apply until (a) has created Iy/ since it is also a conditioning factor in (c). Rule (d) is

intrinsically ordered after both (a) and (b) because (a) creates /y/ and (b) creates 1& of the

(SO) of (d). The only extrinsic relation is between c and d, since if (d) applied first, the Iyl

3 According to~Vennemann (1972; 1972c) as cited by Hooper (1916:18) the no-ordering condition is a principle
which states how rules will be applied to forms and also serves as a constraint against certain types of
abstractness
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would be deleted and (c) could not apply. This can be solved by stating (d') y- $6/ [-Iow]-

c' Done this way (d') cannot apply until (c) has applied.

1.7.2.6 Underlying Forms

According to Hooper (1976:20), the underlying form is a difficult issue to deal with,

compared to the issue of rules. This is because the underlying form is never directly

accessible and a speaker cannot speak using the underlying form. We can only access the

underlying form through the rules of grammar. Therefore the underlying form need to be

constrained by placing the limit on how great the difficulty may be between the underlying

and surface forms.

1.8 Literature Review

The literature review concerning this study will mainly dwell on motivation for borrowing

and the grammatical implications of borrowing.

Lehman (1962) and Arlotto (1972), all draw examples from languages of Europe in their

discussion of loan word adaptation., this study borrows a lot from these works especially in

determining the direction of borrowing and establishing the categories that are normally

borrowed. Lehman (1962), for example, discusses how borrowing may have an effect on the

phonological structure of languages. For example, he gives an example of how sounds not

native to English were introduced e.g. /~ I from French and Isk! from Russian languages. In

this respect I will investigate whether there have been any phonemes introduced into the

Gikuyu language in the same fashion. Arlotto (1972) states that lexical borrowing and

especially the noun is the most common type of interaction between languages. This will also

be reflected in the data I w,ill collect. In this regard I will confirm or disconfirm these notions

empirically in my collection and data analysis.

The work of Antilla (1972) is important in this study because it shows the processes that a

word undergoes, while being adapted into a recipient language. He discusses the criteria for

the direction of borrowing i.e. phonological, morphological, grammatical and semantic
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criteria. In addition, he explains the effect of borrowing on the structure of the lexicon e.g. a

loan word can oust a native word with the same meaning completely. Although in his

analysis he draws examples from languages of Europe and the far East, the same analysis can

be done on languages of Africa and particularly Gikuyu, which is the concern of this study.

The work of Antilla (1972) also provides us with the motivation behind borrowing and also

reinforces the idea about categories commonly borrowed. He also states that concrete items

are commonly borrowed compared to abstract ones. Lastly this work talks about how loan

words are retailored to fit into the grammar of the borrowing language. The present study will

however move a notch higher and discuss morphological and phonological processes

involved in loan word adaptation.

Bynon's (1977) work is relevant in this study because, it distinguishes between partial and

total assimilation of borrowed words. This explains why certain words still retain features

foreign in the recipient language, while others loose almost all of their foreign features. In

the latter the word becomes identical with other native words. Lastly this work discusses

borrowing in general and gives examples of Kiswahili loan words from English. Although it

touches on phonological processes involved, it however does not touch on morphological and

semantic processes.

Weinrich (1963) discusses lexical integration of loan words and asserts that;

A transferred word is occasionally of such a form as to resemble phonemically a

potential or an actual word in the recipient language (Weinrich 1963:48)

This point is important in this study because, once Gikuyu borrowed words from English, the

words would either get partially assimilated or totally assimilated such that they resemble

other native words. This work however does not provide analysis of loan words adaptation

process, which is the concern of this study. Lastly its examples are all from European

languages. :The work of Bloomfield (1965) will have an impact on this study because, it

distinguishes between dialect borrowing and cultural borrowing. It claims that, in the former,
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borrowed features came from within a speech area whereas in the latter borrowed features

come from different languages. My study is particularly interested in the latter, where

Gikuyu language horrows features from English language. Secondly Bloomfield's work

makes a brief examination of phonological processes involved in loan word adaptation

among European languages. My study will borrow a leaf from its analysis of loan words

however Bloomfield's study does not touch on morphological processes involved in loan

word adaptation.

Wa Mberia's (1993) study is also significant in this study because it assists In the

interpretation of N.G.P theory in the analysis of English loan words into Gikuyu. Clark and

Yallop (1995) make a brief summary on the same theory.

1.8.t Literature on Loan Words Adaptation Processes

To begin with the work of Kimani (2005) is very significant in this study because it conducts

an in-depth analysis of loan word adaptation processes in Gikuyu from Maasai. Secondly it

draws examples from the two African languages namely; Maasai and Gikuyu. However this

work does not focus on English loan words into Gikuyu language and it also analyses loan

words using auto segmental phonology theory, whereas my study employs the N.G.P theory.

Mbonankira's (2004) work examines adaptation of English and Kiswahili loan words in

Kinya-rwanda. It conducts an analysis of the processes involved in the accommodation of

loan words from these two languages. This study will borrow a lot from this work since

many of its examples are drawn from the two African languages i.e. Kiswahili and Kinya-

rwanda. However this work falls short of a theoretical framework for the analysis of loan

words adaptation. The work of Scotton (1972) will also be significant in this study because it

carries out a thorough and an I extensive discussion of loan words adaptation in Ateso

language from, languages neighboring Ateso, i.e. Bantu and Nilotic languages. This work

examines the criteria for identifying words that are native and the ones that are loans. It also

does some analysis on morphological, phonological and semantic processes involved in the
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adaptation of loan words in Ateso. The only short coming of this work is failure to apply any

particular theory in its analysis of loan words.

t .9.0 Methodology

In the collection of data I will use a simple random sample of fifty individuals who are native

speakers of the Ki-kabete dialect of the Gikuyu language. The sample will be made up of

people from both sexes, ages of twelve years and above. I will interview them and record

their speech. The recording will last from 5 to 10 minutes from each informant. The

informant will be asked a schedule of questions about their every day lives, with the aim of

eliciting data from their speech, from where I will identify the loan words. I will use my own

intuition as a native speaker of the language to verify the data together with my informants.

Secondly I will use a questionnaire where I will use a list of a hundred and ten vocabulary

items written in one column and then I will ask my informants to give their Gikuyu

equivalents. To make sure I get the correct data I will administer the questionnaire personally

so that, I can transcribe the data correctly. For the informants incapable of reading and

writing, I will mainly carry out an interview of the type described above. Lastly library

research will supplement the two methods to be used.
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CHAPTER TWO

GIKUYU PHONEMIC INVENTORY AND PHONOLOGICAL PROCESSES

2.0 Introduction

This chapter will outline Gikuyu phonology in General. This is important because, my study

is centered on English loan words adaptation processes in Gikuyu. The two languages have

different phonological structures, therefore it will be necessary to examine the Gikuyu

phonology so that, the phonological adaptation processes will be understood, when a detailed

analysis on the processes is conducted in chapter 3. This chapter will particularly highlight

the Gikuyu consonantal and vowel systems. as well as provide a brief analysis of some of the

major phonological processes involving vowels and consonants in the language. These

processes include the following: Vowel processes i.e. assimilation. dissimilation and glide

formation. Consonant processes include assimilation. continuant strengthening, homorganic

nasal assimilation, voicing, dissimilation. Palatalization. Dahl's law and deletion. At the end

of this chapter, I shall examine the Gikuyu syllable.

2.1 The Gikuyu Consonants

This study uses the consonantal inventory of the Kikabete dialect of Gikuyu language.

According to Gathenji (1981). The Gikuyu language has a total of eighteen consonants. The

table below provides the consonantal phonemes. key words to help with their identification

and the IrA symbols

/
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Table I. The Representation of the Gikuyu Phonemes

-~---------- .

IPA SYMBOL ORTHOGRAPHY WORDS SOUNDS GLOSS
HAVING
THE
SOUND-I. W] B baba Wapa] 'Father'

2. [mb] mb mbembe [mb£mb£] 'maize'

3. tn c cumbe [[umbEl 'salt'

4. [nd] nd ndogo [nd~y~ ] 'srnokc'F

5. [y] g igana [iyana] 'one hundred'

6. [1)] ng' ngano [rjaro] 'stories'

7. [g] ng thenga [ oe'lga ] 'move aside'

8. [h] h heho [h£hJ] 'cold'

9. [Jld] I1J njamba [l'dJamba] 'male'

10. [k] k kena [ktna] 'be appy'

II. [r] r rema [rema] 'dig'

12. m m mami [mami] 'mother'

13. ..
'small'n n rum [nini]

14. J1 ny nyeni [jitni] 'vegetables 1

15. t t tata [tata] 'aunt'

16. a th thorne
[eorne] 'gate'

17. W w wlra
[wera] 'job'

18. J y yakwa
[jakwa] 'mine'
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The table below presents the consonants in terms of their manner and place of articulation
adapted from (Gathenji 1981) Table II. The Gikuyu Consonant Chart

BILABIAL DENTAL ALVEOLAR P.ALVEOLAR PAL VEL AL
Stop I11b t, nd J1d k,1)9

fricative p d s y h
nasal m n J1 I)
liquid
glide (w) r J w

2.1.1 Major Consonantal Processes in Gikuyu

Just like vowels, we also have consonantal processes in Gikuyu. In this particular part I am

going to provide a brief outline of some of the major consonantal processes in Gikuyu. They

include the following; assimilation, continuant strengthening, Homorganic Nasal

assimilation, dissimilation, voicing and palatalization

2.1. 1.1 Assimilation

A segment x, acquires features of a neighbouring segment y. Similarly a sound becomes like

another because of the influence of a neighbouring sound. For example the following are

assimilation processes in Gikuyu.

2.1.1.1.1 Homorganic Nasal Assimilation

Katamba (1989:90) argues that, a nasal becomes homorganic with the consonant that follows

it. Consequently, the nasal shares the place of articulation of the following consonant. This is

a kind of regressive assimilation whereby in anticipation of articulation of the consonant

following the nasal, the articulators adjust early so that both the nasal and the following

Consonant are articulated at the same point. In Gikuyu the process applies as follows

(5) In + ooe/ 'may I hit'

In + test] ["derE] 'I fend for the children?'

In + kamt/ ["gamE] 'I milk?'
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In + tumc/ ["dumE] 'I sew?'

In +JukEI 'I gossip?'

In this regard, the nasal consonant assumes the place of articulation of the following

consonant.

2.1.1.2 Continuant Strengthening
A continuant becomes a stop when immediately preceded by a nasal. In Gikuyu this process

takes place when continuants such as IBI IJI Irland Iyl occur after a nasal, they change into \b\,

Id31, Ig/ and Id/ respectively.

(6) In + 'latal -+ !,lgatE] 'may 1acquire a ticket'

In + .fun&'-+ [fld3unE] 'may I lick'

1m + BarEl -+ [mbarE] 'may I have a look'

In + rErEI -+ ["derE] 'I bring up, for example a child.'

The above process can be summarized by the following rule

(7) [+Cont] -+ [-contl/[+nasal]-

2.1.1.3 Palatalization

This process takes place when a velar consonant is followed by a front vowel. This is shown

by placing a superscript (J ) above the palatalized consonant. This process also takes place in

Gikuyu.For example,.

(8) !Kiral [Kjira] 'Keep quiet'

!Ke:"dal [Kje:"dal 'Plait or wear

/Kena/ [k'ena] 'be happy'

In the above examples there is some slight anticipatory fronting of the part of the tongue that

makes contact with the roof of the mouth (Katamba, 1989:86). Similarly Clark andYallop
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(1995: 64) observe that, Palatalization occurs when the tip and the blade of the tongue are

raised to a high front position close to the anterior part of the hard palate region, as for an[ i].

This process can be formalized as follows

(9 )

k • k j1--. +voc

+ front

2.1.1.4 Voicing

A voiceless consonant becomes voiced when preceded by a nasal

(10) In + tuma!
In + JUngE/

["du: me]
[nd3U:

ngEJ
'I sew'
'I sieve'

The voiceless consonants It! and IJ/ are voiced to become / d/ and / d3u / This process is

summarized by the following rule

(II) [-voice] [+ voice] / [+ nasal]

2.1.1.5 Dissimilation (Dahl's law)

(Njage 1982: 32) defines dissimilation as a process in which two segments become less

similar to each other. This is as a result of Dahl's law. In this regard the infinitive marker

/kol i.e. The voiceless velar stoplk/ becomes a voiced continuant if the first consonant of the

verb is voiceless. For example, Ik/ changes to Iyl

Similarly, Katamba (t 989:95) observes that, phonological processes which ensure that

differences between sounds are enhanced so that sounds become more auditorily distinct

making speech perception easier.

The effect of dissimilation is to make sounds more distinct from other sounds in contiguous

positions, in the syllable.

(12) /ko + ttma/ [votrrna] 'to cut'
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Iko + ke.vda/ 'to plait'

Iko + sinal [yoJina] 'to bum'

NB: Njage (1982) observes that, \k\ does not change if the consonant of the verb stem is

voiced. For example.

(13) underlying gloss

Iko + h:Jda/ [kohoe»] to give an offering

Ib + reral [korera ] to bring up

Under Dahl's law, a voiced stem initial segment requires a voiceless consonant in the prefix

and a voiceless stem - initial segment requires a voiced consonant in the prefix Katamba

1989:95). In explaining this phenomenon, Meinhof (1932: 15) observes that;

The subconscious fear that similar sounds or syllables may not be pronounced

correctly or sufficiently distinguished from each other induces the speaker to pay

special attention to the articulation of one of them and finally to exaggerate its

peculiarities in one direction or another so that the two sounds in question ..... If they

were originally identical begin to differ.

2.1.1.6 Deletion

In Gikuyu, voiced continuants, Irl, and I g I are deleted when they are preceded by a nasal and

followed by another nasal in the following syllable.

(14) In + ring£! [ni:"gE] 'I hit'

In + yam;1 [na.nt] 'I narrate'

In + remal [nernt] 'I dig'

2.2 Vowels

According to Mutahi (1977) Gikuyu has a seven vowel system. The table below presents
these vowels. '
Table [II The Vowels in Gikuyu
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IPA SYMBOL ORTHOGRAPHY WORDS WITH THE VOWELS GLOSS
[a] A Aka [aka] 'build'

[£] e Mbeca [mb£Ja] 'money'

[i) I Riitho [ ri:d~] 'eye'

[J] 0 Thoko [ebb] 'market'

[u] u Ibuku [i~uku] 'a book'

[e] T ThTIna de:na 'poverty'

[0] G Miiini [moini] 'singer'

In terms of height, frontness or backness and roundedness, the following possibilities are

found in the language.

Figure I. the Gikuyu vowel chart

high

mid low

mid high

low a

From the vowel chart above, it is evident that the language has two high vowels, Iii lu/, two

mid high vowels lei 101,two mid low vowels I£I,IJI and one low vowel Ia!. The front vowels

Iii, lei and I £/ are all unrounded whereas the back vowels IU,o,JI are all rounded.

2.2.1 Major Vowel Processes in Gikuyu

In this section I am going to outline some of the major vowel processes found in the language

namely, vowellengthening~ vowel assimilation, vowel dissimilation and glide formation.

2.2.1.1 Vowel Assimilation
I

According to Katamba (1989:80), assimilation is the modification of a sound in order to

make it more similar to some other sound in its neighborhood. We have two types of

assimilation i.e. progressive and regressive assimilation .

..
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2.2.1.1.1 Progressive Assimilation

In this case the vowel becomes more like the vowel preceding it, for example

(15) Underlying form s. form gloss

laro + oka 1- [artoka 1 dare he come.

In the above example the mid back vowel [0] becomes mid low back vowel [J] when it

precedes the vowel [J] which is also a mid low back vowel.

Similarly we also have other examples to illustrate this process.

(16) UnderJ.yin~Jorm. surface form gloss

10rJ + omal - [orxima] - 'dare it dry'

I r£k£ + ereU - [r£k££rj£] - Let eat

In conclusion, the mid vowels lei and 101 become mid low vowels 1£1and I J I respectively in

the above examples.

2.2.1.1.2 Regressive Assimilation

Katamba (1989:84) defines regressive assimilation as a sound becoming more like the sound

that follows it. The following example illustrates this phenomenon

(17) Underlying .form

\ko + uya\

surface form

- [kuuya] to say

In this example the vowel [0] becomes more like the vowel [u] which follows it. As a result,

it becomes [u] as in the word [kuuya]

Other examples are as follows

(18) IJe + ikil - [Jiiki] 'alone' e.g. animals are alone'

Iwe + ikil - [wiiki] 'alone' e.g. you as a person'

I! In conclusion from above example, the mid high vowels become high vowels ..
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2.2.1.2 Vowel Dissimilation

Katamba (1989:94), Defines vowel dissimilation as a process in which a sound becomes

more distinct from another sound in its environment. After dissimilation rules have applied,

phonological elements become less like each other than they were before the rule applied.

According to Njage (1982:40), in Gikuyu, the only vowels that are involved in this process

are I'JI and lul in Gikuyu, for example.

(19) Iwa + una! - [woina] 'you have broken'

la + una! - [oina] 'he has broken'

Ima + uma/ - [rroima] 'They have come out'
/

a) In summary, the low vowel [a] becomes a mid low back vowel ['J] when it precedes a

high back vowel/ul

b) Iu! becomes [i] resulting in

ma + !!tna - [rroima]

This rule can be formalized as,

(20) (a) [a]- [::>]1- [u]

(b) [u] - [::>] / -[i]

2.2.1.3 Glide Formation

Njage (1982:42) defines glide formation as a process where a vowel changes to a gl ide when

it precedes another vowel which is not identical to it. In this regard, front vowels change to OJ

whereas back vowels change to Iw/ ..

This is illustrated as follows.

(21) lare + oho/ -- [arjoho] 'he is still there'

lake + aria! - - [akjariaj.ias he talked'
I

lake + uma! - - [akjuma] 'as he came out'

/ko ~ ananga!- [kwana.I'ga] 'to waste'
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!ko + anial - [kwania] 'to bleat'

Note: The vowel which has the feature [+ vocalic] becomes [- vocalic] (C.F. Njage 1982)

(22) la + nial - fanja:] 'bleat'

IE +ndia/i -» [mwt.ndia] 'seller'

2.3 Gikuyu syllable

2.3.1Definition

Several authors have provided a number of definitions of the syllable. To begin with,

Hyman (1975: 188) points out that, most phonologists, to the extent that they have accepted it,
/

attempt to deal with the syllable as a phonological unit. As such, words and larger utterances

can be syllabified on the basis of the phonotactic constraints of a given language, subject to

certain universal tendencies.

Akmaj ian et al (200 I: 126) defines a syllable as representing a level of organization of the

speech sounds of a particular language. Lastly Katamba (1989: 153) defines it as a unit in

terms of which phonological systems are organized. It is purely a phonological entity;

therefore it cannot be identified with a grammatical or a semantic unit.

2.3.2 The Gikuyu Syllable in Natural Generative Phonology

According to Kenstowicz (1993: 252), a syllable contains an obligatory nucleus (N) preceded

by an optional consonantal onset (0) and fol1owed by an optional consonantal coda (Co). In

addition, the nucleus and the coda form a tighter bond than that of the onset and nucleus. The

nucleus together with the coda is referred to as the rhyme (R). This is represented

diagrammatically as follows,
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(23)

(J

Onset 1&:)

d

e(Rh)

~
Nucleus 0 uc] COd.\O)

'dog

Similarly we have the Gikuyu example as follows

(24)

Onse (0)

(J _

rhY7\
NUcleus~ ,da(C)

f: 0 'go'

Notice from example (b) above we have a zero coda, since in the syllable structure the coda is

optional. Furthermore, the Gikuyu language has the CV syllable structure type, which

disallows a consonant appearing at the end of the syllable. According to Katamba (1989: I54),

languages of the world are classified under different kinds of syllable structures whereby the

CV structure is the most common. He refers to this kind of syllable structure as an "open one

as opposed to a 5c1osed one.

Similarly, Kenstowicz (1993:252) states that languages of the world draw from the following

limited inventory of syllables, that is (CV,VC,V,CVC). In addition he argues that, complex

systems arise from augmenting this inventory. Hooper (1976: 199) expounds on the CV

syllable type by stating that, the CV syllable is the most optimal syllable and that there is no

language in the world that does not allow this type of the syllable. She further states that,

there are some languages that allow this type and no other. In line with Hooper's claim we

4 According to-Lagedfoged(1975:279), an open syllable is that one without a consonant at the end, as in the
first syllable in'the English word 'beehive'
S Similarly, Ladcfogcd( 1975:279), states that, a closed syllabic is that one with a consonant at the end, as in
the first syllable in the English word'mag pic', and pantry,
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can therefore argue that, Gikuyu language allows the CV syllable type and no other type.

This means that, all syllables in the language must end with a vowel and wherever there is a

cluster of consonants, a vowel must be inserted in order to conform to the Gikuyu syllable

structure. For example, In the English loan words 'driver' adopted in Gikuyu as [nd£r£R>a],

we have the vowel lei inserted in between the consonants Idl and Irl and the vowel Ia! inserted

syllable finally.

Pulgram (1970) as cited by Hyman (1975: 189), tries to provide three universal principles for

determining the syllable structure and in particular to determine the syllable boundaries.

These principles are:

Maximal Open Syllabicity

In this principle, a syllable boundary is inserted after each vowel in a word.

For example, the Gikuyu word Ikenda! is syllabified as ke$nda this IS because the

prenasalised consonants are treated just like single segments, in addition the syllable

boundary is placed after the vowel so as to be in tandem with the principle of open

syllabicity .

Minimal Coda and Maximal Onset.

In English for example, lax vowels Ii, u, e, :}, a! are never permitted in word final 'positions

Using an English word 'cancer' as an example, and following the first principle, the word

would be syllabified as, ca$ncer. lrel is one of the lax vowels in English. Therefore, we will

embark on the second principle to solve this problem. As a result of this principle, this word

will be syllabified as can$cer.

In view of the second principle, Pulgram (1970) (as cited by Hyman (1975) points out that:

If a syllable cannot be kept open because its vowel does not occur in word
final position then. as many consonants as necessary - but not more - to
provide the syllable with a permissible coda, thereby removing the vowel
from the syllable final position, must be detached from the onset of the next

, syllable and transferred to the preceding syllable.
In this regard the second principle solved the problem initiated by the first principle.
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(3) Principle ofIrregular Coda

Pulgram (1970) argues that, if necessary the transfer from syllable initial to syllable

final position leads to inadmissible final group and then, the burden of irregularity must be

borne by the coda rather than the onset (p.SI).

Pulgram uses a Spanish example to illustrate this principle. Using the word 'transcribir'

which means 'nice', as an example, the first principle would yield tra$nscribir. In Spanish

'nsc' sequence cannot occur word initially, thus \n\ consonant will be taken to the preceding

syllable to yield tran$scribir. This would still violate Spanish syl.\able structure as a result,

(S) consonant will be taken back to the preceding syllable such that we end up with

trans$cribir which is now more preferred than the earlier form tran$scribir.

2.3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I have shown that the Gikuyu consonantal system is made up of eighteen

distinct sounds or phonemes. In addition, the language has seven vowels.

I have also outlined some major phonological processes in the language. This is important in

this study because, some of the phonological processes will be used in the adaptation of

English loan words into Gikuyu language.

The climax of this chapter has been the description of Gikuyu syllable. Two important points

have come out from this description:

(i) That, the Gikuyu syllable, like in other Bantu languages, ends in vowels and therefore

it is referred to as an open syllable structure

(ii) The Gikuyu syllable is important in this study as we consider the following quotation

from Katamba (1989: 166)

The nativisation of; foreign loan words and the phenomenon of foreign accent'
provide interesting; evidence of how deeply ingrained syllable structure rules
are. For the same reason that native speakers of English insert a vowel before
a word initial (and syllable initial) velar nasal in words like Nkrumah,
speakers of Luganda and Walpiri (Australia), which only have syllables
ending in (V) in the phonetic representation, will insert a vowel after a syllable
final consonant, in borrowed words such as, 'one' [wan] in walpiri 'one' is
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rendered as [wani] and in Luganda as [wanu]. Most English words are
modified to fit into CV syllable structure.

In this regard all English loan words will also be modified to fit into the CV structure of the

Gikuyu language.
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CHAPTER THREE

PHONOLOGICAL ADAPTATION PROCESSES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter will mainly concentrate on how loan words derived from English adapt

phonologically into the Gikuyu language. I will examine how English phonemes are adapted

ino the Gikuyu phonological system. Three adaptation strategies will be discussed, namely,

preservation, merging and splitting of vowels and consonants.

At the close of the chapter, I will examine some of the major syllable structure processes

which are utilized in the adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu language.

These processes will include; vowel epenthesis, vowel deletion, consonantal dissimilation,

homorganic nasal assimilation, voicing, liquid spreading, alveolar and labial del inking.

3.2 Vowel Adaptation

In this section I am going to outline how English vowels are treated once loan words are

adapted into the Gikuyu language. Three vowel adaptation strategies will be employed i.e.

vowel preservation, where the notion of phoneme preservation suggests an equivalence of a

phoneme in the lending language with the one in the recipient language. Secondly we have

vowel mergers, where some English vowels are merged into a single vowel in Gikuyu and

lastly, vowel splits, where a single vowel in English is split into a number of Gikuyu vowels.

These adaptation strategies are employed because Gikuyu has a rather restricted vowel

inventory as compared to English.

3.2.1 Vowel preservation

To begin with the English vowel Iii is preserved in the Gikuyu language in the majority of

cases as shown in the following examples,
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(25) English Gikuyu gloss

/si.do/ /jida/ cedar

Ipglisl IBirioil police

Ibiskitf Imoouywitil biscuit

lki:lgU Ikirol kilo

However, there are instances where the English vowel Iii changes to lei orlc!, though this is

not common in Gikuyu for example,

(26) English

lil)gliJmccnl

/droivo I

/sinomc/

Gikuyu

Imul)g£r£oa!

f'dw;Ba!

lo£m;ma!

Ikametel

gloss

English man

driver

cmema

/komiti I

3;2.2 Vowel Mergers

The English vowels Ire, 3, 1\, a, and ::I I are merged into a single vowel Ia! with the reason

committee

being that, Gikuyu has a rather limited vowel inventory compared to English.

The following data illustrates this point

The English 1::1 I changes to Ia! in Gikuyu, for example,

(27) English Gikuyu gloss

/rnita I Imital meter

Is onfikat/ loatiBihtil certificate

I ola.rn/ laramul alarm

The English 13 I changes to Ia! in Gikuyu. For example,

(28) /sks.t I

lim31\::Iycct3ensil

loikatil

ImaPct3w£til

skirt

emergency

The English IA I changes to Ia! in Gikuyu.For example.
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(29) /sxrnon/

/kIAtJ/

/drxm,'

/6amaPd:3i1

/kerajie/

fdaramal

summon

clutch

drum

The English/as / changes to /a/ as shown below

/seecrornent/

/pati6ial

/kaPiJiI

/oakarams'di/

baptize

cabbage

(30) /bzeptatz/

/krebid:3/

sacrament

The English /a/ is preserved as in the following example,

(31) /paip/

Ifatl/

Ipaipol

Ipair:->/

pipe

file

Similarly the English vowels merge into Gikuyu because the language has only one low

vowel I a! this can also be shown diagrammatically as follows

la

(32)

The English back vowels hi, Inl are merged into h I in the Gikuyu language. For example,

(33) English Gikuyu gloss

ItInkl~tI Ihbretil chocolate

/nfis/ Iw:->PiJiI office

/bnm/ rb:->mu/ bomb

Ik't I I court

The English /:->/is also preserved as / 'J/ in the Gikuyu language. For example,

(34) English

/ko.t'

/fo.rn/

Gikuyu

li)/:->til

/p:->mu/

gloss

court

a form
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Iw'J :dr;}Ubl wardrobe

The above example can be represented as follows

I I

(35 )

hi

In addition, the English vowels lul and ru I are also merged into Iu/ in Gikuyu as shown

below.

(36) English Gikuyu gloss

Isu:tI loutil suit

/ha:dwUdl /ha'rliwu'di/ hard wood

/bUk/ lipukul

book

The English lul is preserved as lu/in Gikuyu, as in the following examples

(37) English

Isu:tI

Ibu:tI

IgJ\mbu:tl

Gikuyu

loutil

r'butil

/"gambutil

gloss

suit

boot

gumboots

Also shown as,

( 38 ) rul I ul

lul
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3.2.3 Vowel Splits

There are instances where we have a single English phoneme being split into a number of

phonemes in the Gikuyu language. To begin with, the English vowel lei is split into Iii and

lei in Gikuyu, when the English words are adapted into the language. The following

illustration provides evidence for this phenomenon.

The English vowel lei changes to lei in Gikuyu. For example,

(39) English

/wikend/

I tIek!

Gikuyu

Iwihndil

IJEkil

gloss

weekend

cheque

surrender/sarendo/

The English vowel lei changes to Iii in the following examples

(40) /sunent/

Ikleiml

Ikreinl

loimiti

Ikireimul

Ikirinil

cement

claim

crane

Splitting of vowels occurs as a result of the limited Gikuyu vowel inventory

3.3 Consonant Adaptation

The three adaptation strategies employed in the adaptation of English vowels will also apply

with the consonants, therefore consonants will be split into two i.e. single consonants and

clusters of nasal + obstruents in this analysis.

To begin with, we have.

3.3.1 Consonants Preservation

,3.3.1.1 The Alveolar Plosives

The English It! voiceless alveolar stop is also preserved in Gikuyu as follows:
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(41 ) English Gikuyu gloss

/solu.t I loarutial salute

/spntlait I rb~t~raitil spotlight

I reid ieita/ /ririeta/ radiator

I mi.to I /rnita/ meter

I plotu:n I I "batuni/ platoon

The English Iml is preserved as Iml in Gikuyu in the following examples

(42) English Gikuyu gloss

Isiment I loimitil cement

/moutoka 1 /motokaja/ motor car

I sincmo 1 IOEm:mal cmema

/drem 1 fdEmul dam

/korniti/ Ikametel committee

The Englishl n 1 is preserved as Inl as in the following

(43) 1 d:3inz 1

1 na.sori 1

Imre!fin I

1 knmcnlrend/

fd:3inil

Inaoarel

/rnajini/

/kornonira'di/

Jeans

nursery

machine

common land

Lastly the English 1 1)1 is preserved as II)I in Gikuyu as in the following example

(44) English

/hrel)g 1

/hzetjov g 1

3.3.1.2 Glides

The English glides Iwjl are preserved in Gikuyu as follows:

Gikuyu

/hatja,'

/hanova/

gloss

hanger

hang over.
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(45) English

/wt.k I

/wnht I

Gikuyu gloss

week

wallet

Iwikil

/woreti/

The English Ijlis preserved in Gikuyu as in the following examples

(46) /rniljon/ /mirjoni/

/kompju.ta/

/Oeenkju I

Ibmbjuta/

loclJgjol

million

computer

Thank you

3.3.2 Consonantal Mergers

According to Kimani (2005), phonemic mergers occur where, two or more sounds in the

lending language have one reflex in the recipient language. Two English consonants merge

into one consonant in Gikuyu, as illustrated in the following section.

3.3.2.1 Fricatives

The English fricatives If,vl are substituted with one Gikuyu, voiced bilabial fricative I PI as

shown below

(47) vi

I PI

The English If I is substituted with IPI in Gikuyu as in the following example,

(48) English Gikuyu gloss

Isetfl loepul safe

I fatll IPair::>1 file

/fam/ Ipaenil fine

The English Ivl changes to IP; as in the following example,

(49) /vidiou/ Ipidiol

/odva.ns/ IwarupaPcUil

video

salary advance
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For the sound If I Gikuyu does not have voiceless bilabial fricative in its consonantal

inventory. That is why we have the sound IPI which is voiced. This is governed by the

phonotactic constraints of Gikuyu language which put limitations on the distribution of sound

and sound sequence at various points, that is , at initial, medial and final position

3.3.2.2 Dental and Alveolar Fricatives

The English dental and alveolar fricatives Is, Z, 0, 51 are merged into I 5 I in Gikuyu.

The English Isl becomes 151 in Gikuyu as in the following examples

(50) English Gikuyu gloss

/btsktt/ /moouvwiti/ biscuit

/dssk/ fdc5ikil desk

Isku:ll 15ukurul school

Ikla:sI /keraoi/ class

The English 101 becomes 15/in Gikuyu as in the following examples

(5\) /kreOlikl

IOrenkjuJ

10 i.cto I

103:m sl

/kaoorski/

10cngj::>1

loietal

15am::>sil

catholic

Thank you

theatre

thermos

The English Izi becomes 15/in Gikuyu as in the following examples,

(52) /rcuzori/

Idizl/

Iblauzl

/rooario/

. Idio::>rol

rbura05il

rosary

diesel

blouse

The three sounds (phonemes) shown above Iz, 0 and sl are not found in the Gikuyu

consonantal inventory and that 'is the reason why they are substituted by the available

consonant, which is 10/, a voiced dental fricative.
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3.3.2.3 Palato - Sibilants

The English palato sibilants If, z, s lare also merged into IJI in Gikuyu, as in the following

example,

The English IJI is maintained or preserved as IJI in Gikuyu. The following data illustrates this

point.

(53) English Gikuyu gloss

I uporei]n I Ipiriyih:nil operation

IJug;}dadil IJuyadadii sugar daddy

IJi:tsl IJitii sheets

The English If I is realized as IJI in Gikuyu, as in the following examples

(54) IfDkl;}t!

/tlek,'

IJ:,bretil chocolate

IJckil cheque

l!fipsl IJibioil chips

The reason for this merging again is as a result of the limited Gikuyu consonantal inventory

as compared to English.

3.3.2.4 Liquids

The English III and Irl are realized as a single voiced alveolar liquid Irl in Gikuyu. This is

shown in the following example,

(55) ~/rl

Irl Merged

The English III is realized as Irl in Gikuyu as in the following data,
;

(56) English Gikuyu gloss

/kilou/ /kiro/ kilo.
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/kleun/ Ikireimu! claim.

Ikla:s I /keraci/ class.

The English Irl is preserved in Gikuyu as in the following example,

(57) /petrcl/ Ipttorol petrol

driver

11/is realized as Irl in Gikuyu because 11/is not available in the Gikuyu consonantal inventory.

In this regard a sound which is closer to it is utilized instead and this is Ir/, a Voiced alveolar

trill.

3.3.3 Consonantal Splits

A split is a sound in the lending language showing more than one reflex in the recipient

language. Therefore one consonant in English is realized as two or more different consonants

in Gikuyu. This is illustrated as follows.

3:3.3.1 Stops

3.3.3.1.1 Voiceless Bilabial Stop Ipl a nd voiced bilabial stop Ibl

into the two sounds in Gikuyu.

The English voiceless bilabial plosive Ipl is realized as I P I and ;rob/.in Gikuyu i.e. this is split

This can be shown diagrammatically as in the following

(58)

The data below illustrates this fact.

(59) English Gikuyu gloss

Ipensll pencil

/mrep/ map

Ipaoita/ pastor
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In the example above, an English stop is changed into a continuant in Gikuyu. Therefore a

stop is weakened through a process called spirantization.

In other instances the English Ipl is realized as f"bl in Gikuyu.

(60) /piktla/ f"biJai picture

/kompju.ta/ computer

IpAmpl pump

The Gikuyu language disallows a succession of voiceless consonants. As a result, a voiced

sound is introduced to block this succession, hence the introduction of a prenasalised f"bl in

the above example. This again is governed by the phonotactic constraints of the language.

A similar case is also evident with the English voiced bilabial plosive I b I which is realized

as three different phonemes in Gikuyu. These phonemes are f"bl I ~ I and Im/. Thus they split

as in the following diagram.

(61~/PI

Ibl

~rbl

Iml

The English Ibl is realized as f"bl in Gikuyu, as in the following Example,

(62) English Gikuyu gloss

/beikori/ f"bchril bakery

/beetri I f"bctiril battery

IgAmbu:tI gumboot.

From the above example the English Ibl is prenasalised in Gikuyu as f"bl
,

In other cases, Ibl changes to Ip! as in the following examples.

(63) /benk/ bank
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/kaburstc/ Ikapuraital cabureta

/beeptatz/ Ipatioial baptize

The English Ibl is spirantized to I p I in Gikuyu as in the example above. There are other

unique instances where Ibl is realized as 1mI. Example,

(64) /bleerjktt/ blanket

Ibaisikll Imoioikiril bicycle

/btsktt/ Imoouywitil biscuit

3.3.3.1.2. Voiced Alveola r Stop Id/

The English voiced alveolar stop /d/ is also realized as three different phonemes in Gikuyu.

That is, It! fd/ and Ir/.

The English /d/ is realized as It! in the following example,

(65) English Gikuyu gloss

/gn.d/ flgatil guard

flgurunetil grenade

powder

The English Id/ is also realized as fdl in Gikuyu, as shown below

(66) English

Ikmnll

Gikuyu gloss

fdcmul dam

fdioorol diesel

t'daJi]1 dance

Ik mnrandil common land.

/deern/

Idizll

/da.nz/

However, sometimes Idl in English changes to Ir/ as in the following examples
i

(67) English Gikuyu gloss

/retdieuo/, /ririeta/ radiator

IbIAdifu:1I I"'burarefurl bloody fool
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In the example above, Id/, which is a stop, is made a continuant Irl in Gikuyu.

This is also referred to as, a weakening process or spirantization.

According to Katamba (1989:29), the proto -Bantu l*dJ corresponds to Irl in Gikuyu, as in

the examples above.

3.3.3.1.3 Voiced Velar Plosive (9)

The English voiceless velar stop Ik/ is realized as three different phonemes in Gikuyu, that

is,a voiced velar fricative 1,,1, a homorganic prenasalised plosive /lJg I, and preserved as 1kI,

this is another instance of a consonantal split.

The IkI in English is substituted with 1,,1 in Gikuyu as in the following examples:-

(68) English Gikuyu gloss

/ueksi/ ItE"ioil taxi

/skots/ Scots

IregrtkA ltjo I flgiri'iaJa/ agriculture

The above is a result of Dahl's law that blocks the occurrence of consonants with the same

voice quality in contiguous syllables. Therefore, voiceless stops become voiced continuants

if the first consonant of the stem is voiceless (c.f. Njage, 1982:32)

The English Ikl is preserved in Gikuyu in the following example,

(69) English Gikuyu gloss

/be iko ril rbEhril bakery

/kornui/ Ikametel committee

/keernp/ Ikambel camp

/khnik/ Ikirinikil clinic

In English, the voiced velar stop (g) is realized asf'gJ and Iyl in Gikuyu, exhibiting a form of

consonantal,split. The example below illustrates this point.
I,
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(70) English Gikuyu gloss

/gaera.j I flgsrdil garage

/ognmont I flgirimitil agreement

/eegnkx ItJ~ I flgiriyaJa/ agricu lture

The other case involves change of the English 19/toNI in Gikuyu as in the example below;

(71) English Gikuyu gloss

fcUaye]l jug

/sigoret/ 15iyara/ cigarette

This is a case of spirantization, where a stop is made a continuant.

3.3.3.2. Affricates

The English voiced palatal affricate I cU I is realized as a prenasalised voiced palatal affricate

as in the following examples

(72) English Gikuyu gloss

lcUAg/ fcUayel jug

lcUAcU I fcUa"cUil judge

lcU3:msl fcUamusil germs

The example above depicts a case of assimilation i.e. homorganic nasal assimilation; where

in the underlying structure there is a nasal Inl which assimilates to the point of articulation of

the following consonant

3.3.3.3 Homorganic Consonant

The homorganic consonants are treated just like the single consonants e.g the English I"dI

and !"tI merge into I"dl in Gikuyuas shown below

(73) English Gikuyu gloss

\
/sent/ cent
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/seekrarnent/ /oakaramE"dii sacrament

Similarly / "d/ is preserved in Gikuyu as in the following example,

(74) /bend/

/knrnonltend/

/bnnd/

I wo.d/

IbE"di/

/kornora'ldi/

r'bo"dil

/wondi/

bend

common land

bond

ward

The English prenasalised velar stop consonants i.e. both voiceless and voiced merge into /JgI

in Gikuyu, as in the following example,

The English fklchanges to fJgI in Gikuyu

(75) English

/beenk/

Gikuyu gloss

/9renkju/

/bleenku/

/~ElJgi/

IOElJgj:)/

bank

thank you

blanket

Lastly, the English prenasalised voiceless bilabial plosive Imp/ is voiced in Gikuyu to become

r'b/ as in the following example,

(76) English

/kternp/

/p Amp/

/kampjuto /

Gikuyu

/kambe/

r'b:)mb:)/

/kambjuta/

Gloss

camp

pump

computer

3.4 Syllable Structure Adaptation Processes

3.4.1 Introduction

In the previous section I exam ired how English phonemes are adapted into the Gikuyu

language phonological structure. In this particular section, 1 am going to examine the Gikuyu

syllable adaptation processes into the language as well.

Kenstowicz (1994:250) provides the justification for the analysis of the syllable as follows:
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To begin with he argues that, the syllable is a natural domain for the statement of many

phonotactic constraints. These constraints are not as a result of phonological rules, i.e.

changing one sound into another. But the are a result of the speaker's internalized grammar.

For example, native speakers of the Gikuyu language may say that lexical items end with Ita!

and fda!. Notice that all syllables in the language must end in a vowel. However, sequences

such as It! and fdl are not possible word finally in the language. We may say Ita! is a well

formed syllable whereas It! is not. There is little difference in saying that no word ends with

Irl or It! and that no syllable ends with It! or Irl in the language. In addition, reference to the

syllable helps explain why /kl of [kima]'to knead' is palatalized whereas /kI of [kama] 'to

milk' is not.

Secondly, phonological rules are often more simply and insightfully expressed if they refer to

the syllable. Furthermore, without the notion of the syllable, it wiJJ not be difficult to

understand why language should have rules to insert vowels out of nowhere into quite

specific points in the phonological string, for example, in the loan words from English into

Gikuyu. Vowels are inserted word finally, with the reason being that, Gikuyu disallows a
/

closed syllable. Consider the following example; (sku:l) 'school' changes to (5ukuru) in

Gikuyu. Note that the vowel lul is inserted at the end of this word to open the closed English

syllable. According to Kenstowicz (1984:251), vowels are inserted in order to syllabify

unparsed consonants. Kahn6 has also supported the idea of analyzing the syllable. Similarly,

Somerstein, (1977: 199) also stresses the importance of analyzing the syllable. He argues

that;

Very many phonological processes can be expressed with greater generality if the

syllable and its boundaries are allowed to be mentioned in their statement

(Somerstein 1977: 199)

i

6 Kahn (1976) as cited by Kenstowicz and kisserberth ( 1979:256), has argued that, several phonological
processes can be adequately explained only if it is assumed that the sounds are organized into syllables before
operation of these rulcs.namcl:dcletion, weakening, strengthening.e.t.e.
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In view of these arguments we can conclude by saying that the syllable is an essential concept

for the understanding of the phonological phenomenon.

3.4.2 The Gikuyu Syllable Structure Adaptation Processes

According to Schane (1973 :52), the syllable structure processes affect the relative distribution

of consonants and vowels within a word. In addition, these processes alter the original

syllable structure of the language in question. These processes include:- vowel insertion and

deletion, consonant delinking, weakening (lenition) strengthening (fortition), spirantization,

assimilation, dissimilation, etc. In addition, Hooper (1976:229), states that,

All processes whose sole raison is to alter syllable structure- i.e.

Consonant weakening, strengthening, insertion and deletion rules, and vowel insertion

rules- create a syllable structure that conforms therefore; these principles should be

included in the Metatheory as characterization of the preferred syllable and a

constraint on syllabically motivated processes.

-
Therefore in this section I am going to analyze some of these processes since, they help in the

adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu language.

As earlier mentioned Gikuyu has a ev syllable structure. According to Jacobson (as cited by

Hyman 1975: 161), the ev structure is the most common and natural, it occurs in all

languages. He further argues that this is the structure that is acquired by children when they

begin to talk. In addition, he argues that, all other structures are more marked than th-is one

for example, he argues that the eve is unnatural though it is frequently attested in some

language for example, English. Schane (1973:52) takes this discussion a notch higher and

states that, any process acting on a complex syllable structure like that one of English and

reducing it to the ev pattern, then does so to fulfill what we call the preferred syllable

structure. This is the motivation behind the treatment of the English loanwords into Gikuyu.

In this regard the English eve structure will be modified and restructured to ev structure

which is the preferred syllable structure in the Gikuyu language. Some of the processes that
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will be employed to meet this criterion include:- Vowel epenthesis and deletion, assimilation,

dissimilation, spirantization, liquid spreading, voicing, alveolar delinking and labial

del inking.

3.4.2.1 Vowel Epenthesis (Vowel Insertion)

In the adaptation of English loan words into Gikuyu, vowel insertion acts as a strategy for

attainment of the preferred syllable structure. In this case the preferred syllable structure is

the ev or evev structure. The vowel is inserted to either break the consonant cluster or to

open the closed syllable.

In the following example, a vowel is inserted to break a cluster of consonants and to open a

closed English syllable structure.

(77) English Gikuyu gloss

/cpcreijn/ I~iriyifcnil operation

In the above English word, a vowel If I is inserted between the two consonants If I and Inl and

Iii is inserted at the end when the word is adapted into Gikuyu. This process satisfies the

Gikuyu syllable structure since it opens up the closed English syllable. Thus, we end up

having a ev structure which is the preferred syllable structure in the Gikuyu language.

According to Hyman (1975: 161), rules for insertion or deletion of a segment are natural to

the extent that they produce a more natural syllable structure.

Therefore the insertion of vowels converts the eve structure to ev structure which is judged

to be more natural than the eve structure. In addition, insertion of segments is done to

optimize the natural syllable structures, hence facilitating natural syllabification. In the

Gikuyu language the vowel Iii is the most common epenthetic vowel. This is according to the

data presented in this study. The-vowel is commonly inserted in instances where the Gikuyu

syllable ends with the following consonants

n', Jl I)It, 0, f, d, n, dJ, k, g I

The following example illustrates this phenomenon.
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(78) English Gikuyu gloss

Isiment! loimitil cement

I kla:s I /kirao il class

IdJAdJl I"dJa"dJiI judge

Isent! loe"dil cent

Ida:nsl I"daJi]1 dance

Ikre8ltkl Iy ao => rekil catholic

lJililJ1 lJirilJgil shilling

/sks.t/ loikatil skirt

The Iii insertion rule is represented as follows

(79)

n

"d

0 O[i;! k

ng

r
PdJ

The epenthetic vowel lul is common in the Gikuyu words ending with /bl and

Iml

(80) English

Ist'Juvl

IW:J:dr ubil

Gikuyu

10it:JPuI

IW:J"dir:Jpul

gloss

stove

wardrobe

Where the Gikuyu syllable ends with Im/, we have lul being inserted as in the following

examples.
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(8\ ) Ikletml Ikireimul claim

/deem/ fdemul dam

Ig/\.ml l'Jgamul gum

Formalized as follows

(82) 0--.. [uy C}-~ lt

The epenthetic vowel 101 is mostly inserted in Gikuyu words ending with a liquid Ir/, for

example.

(83) Imatll /mairo/ mile

Ifatll /fairo/ file

Idi:zl/ /diooro/ diesel

The rule for the above examples can be represented as (80)

(84)

0- (0]/ [r]-~

3.4.2.2. Vowel Deletion

There are instances where vowels are deleted from the English loan words once they get

adapted into Gikuyu, for example.

(85) English Gikuyu gloss

/oporeijn/ I~iriyifenil operation

lregrik/\'I!f~ I flJgiriyaJa/ Agriculture

I cgrimont/ flJgirimitil Agreement

Notice that, the initial vowels of all the words shown above have been deleted.

According to Hyman (1975: 161), (rules for deletion of segments are natural to the extent that
I

they produce a more natural syllable structure. In addition, Schane( 1973) argues that, the goal

of insertion 6r deletion of a segment is to achieve a preferred syllable structure. This explains
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why a vowel has been deleted In the above example. In this regard, the rule for vowel

deletion in the examples above can be summarized

(86) V ---+ 0 #

3.4.2.3 Liquid Spreading

According to Hyman (1975:222), liquid spreading is a kind of assimilation process where, a

segment extends its features to other neighbouring segments.

The English voiced alveolar plosive Idl is changed to a liquid Irl in Gikuyu, for example,

(87) English ---+ Gikuyu gloss

/reidieto I

IbIAdifu:11

Iririetal

Imburarefurl

radiator

bloody fool

The alveolar plosive/dl in English changes to a liquid Irl in Gikuyu. The liquid Irl spreads its

features to the neighbouring consonant Idl changing it to Ir/. This is a case of spirantization.

3.4.2.4 Voicing

An English voiceless consonant becomes voiced when preceded by a nasal when the English

word is adapted into Gikuyu, as in the following example,

(88) English

/heengk[i fl

Itrenki

Gikuyu

flg~~ol

/Oeenkju/

This process is tormelized as,( )

(89) [-voice] ---+ [+voice] / [+nasal]-

lita'lgil

IOc'lgjol

gloss

handkerchief

tank

thank you

The Gikuyu language disallows a succession of voiceless consonants. This is in regard to

Dahl's law, hence the voicing of consonants preceded by a nasal. Similarly, voicing occurs as

a result of the phonotactic constraints of the language.
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3.4.2.5 Labial Delinking

Kimani (2005) defines labial del inking as a process which blocks a succession of

prenasalised obstruents in contiguous syllables. The following example helps illustrate this

point.

(90) English Gikuyu gloss

Ipl;}tu:nl Imbatunil platoon

/kom pjuta/ computer

ItrAmptt! trumpet

From the example above, Ipl changes to ("b/. Therefore ("bl is inserted to block a succession

of voiceless consonants which may make the articulation of such words difficult. For

example in the ill formed word [*patuni), a Gikuyu native speaker will require a lot of effort

to articulate this word. The phoneme Ipl is changed to ("bl for the native speaker to use least

effort in its articulation. This is in tandem with the principle of minimal effort of articulation.

3.4.2.6 Alveolar Delinking

This process blocks a succession of prenasalised alveolar consonants in contiguous syllables,

this is illustrated in the following example.

(91) English Gikuyu gloss

19o:dl f'lgatil guard

This word is pronounced as fgatil in Gikuyu, instead of f'lgandi/. Hence, the insertion of It!

to block the potential succession of prenasalised aveolar consonants fdl and fgl as shown

above.

3.5 Conclusion
,

This chapter has examined in detail how the English phonemes are adapted in the Gikuyu

language. Three adaptation strategies have been identified as responsible for the adaptation of
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English phonemes into the language. They include preservation, merger and split. In

Preservation the English phoneme is maintained in Gikuyu.

Merger occurs where we have several phonemes in the lending language being represented

by a single phoneme in the recipient language. A split is a sound in the lending language

exhibiting several reflexes in the recipient language. I have also analyzed the role of the

syllable in loan word adaptation processes. I have outlined the justification for the syllable in
.\

this analysis in the sense that the syllable is a natural domain for the statement of many

phonotactie constraints. Secondly, phonological rules are often more simply and insightfully

expressed if they refer to the syllable. Furthermore, the same principles governing syllable

phonotactics still apply to the word to preserve the syllable structure. At the close of this

chapter I have discussed the various syllable structure processes in the Gikuyu language i.e.

vowel epenthesis, consonantal dissimilation, voicing, vowel deletion, liquid spreading,

alveolar and labial del inking.

t...
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CHAPTER FOUR

Morphological Adaptation Processes

4.0 Introduction

This chapter will mainly concentrate on how English loan words adapt morphologically into

the Gikuyu language. I am going to particularly examine how English loan words fit into

Gikuyu nominal classes through the affixation process. According to Welmers (1973: 161), in

many Bantu languages, a very large number of nouns can readily be analysed as consisting of

a prefix and a stem. The noun stem is found commonly with two prefixes, that is the prefix

for plural and singular. A pair of prefixes comprising singular and plural represents one class

of nouns. The Gikuyu language. being a Bantu language, has fifteen of these noun classes. In

variety of inanimates and frequently a few personal nouns.

this regard, any noun in the language is placed in one of these classes. We shall see that even

loan words from English are made to fit into some of these classes. Welmers (1973: 166),

further argues that, there are some typical, but by no means completely consistent, semantic

correlations with these classes e.g., class 1 and 2, includes, most personal nouns and

sometimes a few other inanimates,. Classes 3 and 4, includes, names of trees and other plants,

but also a variety of inanimate. classes 5 and 6 are made up of, miscellaneous things, but in

many Bantu languages, noun stems usually found in some other pair of classes may also be

used in class 5 and 6 with an augmentative' significance.

Class 7/8 also consist of miscellaneous things but some Bantu languages have a

diminutive significance. Class 9110, typically includes, most animal names, but also a

7 According to Oxford Advanced Lear~ers Dictionary the term augmentative, means to make something larger
,

than ordinary. The opposite of augmentative is diminutive
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Class 11, is used sometimes for long and thin objects (8attenuative).Following Welmers

generalization of these semantic correlations I am going to examine whether they can

apply in the Gikuyu language and more so English loan words in the language.

4.1 class 112 (mo- a)

This class includes, personal nouns t.e. nouns denoting human beings, but also a few

inanimates. For example

(92) Singular plural gloss

Imo-hikil la-hikil
a bride ________

-----------
Imo-iJil /a-i] i 1 ati1irl----

Imo-kamil /a-karni/ a milkman

Note that, the singular prefix is (mo-) whereas the plural one is (a-).According to Welmers

(1973: 169), when the roots of the nouns begin with vowels la, e, ii, the prefixes regularly

have the altemant Imw-I which. This is illustrated as follows.

(93) Singular plural gloss

Imw-endial le- "dial a seller

/mw-aoani/ /a-oanl' a ruler

Imw-iretul /a-iretu/ a girl

In this case the singular prefix is (rnw-) while the plural one is (a-).

A few English loan words fall into this class as they get adapted in the language, we have one

example in the data presented.

I '

8 According to the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English the term attenuative means to make
something become weak .thin or less valuable
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(94) Singular plural gloss

/mo- "gereoa,' la- "gereoa/ Englishman

According to Welmers (1973: 169), it is a rule rather than an exception in Bantu languages, to

find morphological alternation in the class prefix conditioned by following stem-initial

vowel. This is illustrated in the above example i.e. 1m-I alternating with \mw-I.

4.2 Class 3/4 [rno-mc]

These class consists of, names of trees and a variety of inanimates. This class, together with

class 9110, [N-Nl, carry a majority of borrowed words from English. Examples of English

loan words found in the class [3/4] are as follows;

Names of trees, example

(95) Singular

/mo-abokado/

Imo-Jj"da/

plural

/rne-aboka'do/

Ime-Ji"da/

gloss

avocado tree

cedar tree

We also have inanimate nouns as follows,

(96) Singular

/mo-reugeti/

/mo-ouvwiti?

/rno-idikiri/

plural

/me-reugeti/

Ime-ouywitil

/me-ioikiri/

gloss

a blanket

biscuit

bicycle

Notice that, the English loan words shown above exhibit characteristics just like other native

nouns in this class, that is, they include names of trees and inanimates.

4.3 Class 5/6 [i-ma]

This class is made up of a variety nouns, the nouns in this class includes the following

examples from Gikuyu.

The following is a list of English loan words found in this class.
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(97) Singular

Fruit names, for example.

li- f3af3ael

plural gloss

Ima-f3af3ael pawpaw

We also have inanimate nouns. For example,

(98) /i-taegi/

li-f3ukul

/ma-taegi/

/ma-buku/

a tank

a book

This is a miscellaneous class, inaddition human beings with physical and mental defects or

social deviants are placed in this class

We have examples of miscellaneous things as illustrated bellow

We rarely have English loan words in this class however; there is one example from the data

presented in this study.

(99) Singular

/ke-raoi/

4.5 Class 9/10 IN-/NI

This class includes: mostly animal names, a variety of inanimates and a few personal names.

plural

li-raoil

gloss

a class

Furthermore a majority of borrowed nouns are found in this class. This class is marked by

zero prefix, because the majority of nouns in this class are usually non Bantu and it is

believed that they are borrowed words from other languages. The singular and plural of a

word is not shown by the prefixes. According to Welmers (1973: 170), in Kiswahili, a Bantu

language (N-) has the altemant Iml and Inl which combines with Ib, g, j, v, zI to yield ;rob, "d,

ng, mv and nzl respectively. Similarly (N-) combines with Iwl to yield I "b/. It combines

with II/ and Irl to yield fd/. He further argues that, I "d/ is ambiguous since, the stem initial

consonant might be Id/, It! or ttl : The Gikuyu language, which is also a Bantu language can

also be analyzed this way. However, in the language, (N-) combines with Izi to yield I Pcty'

and Ivl to yield I "b/.
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The following examples will help in explaining this argument.

We have the following English loan word placed in this class. In Gikuyu the alternates Iml

and InI, combines with /hI to yield I mbl as in the following examples

(100) Underlying Singular plural gloss

bakery

powder

[rnbaoi] bus.

The altenant Inl combine with Idl to yield Indl as in the following examples

(10 I) Underlying Singular plural gloss

[ndaJi] [ndaJi] dance

10+ndcmul [ndcmu] [ndcmu] dam

The alternate Inl combines with Igi to form IT)g!as in the following examples

(102) Underlying Singular plural gloss

/e+ogati/ ['lgatil ['lgati] a guard

10+'lgiriyaJa! ['lgiriyaJa] ['lgiriyaJa] agriculture

10+ 'lgurunetil [ 'lguruneti] [ 'lguruneti] grenade

The alternant Inl combines with Id I to yield I nd I in the following examples

(103) Underlying Singular plural gloss

I0-tl'Q3al\t3il [Jld3aPd.3i] [JlQ3aPQ3il ajudge

I0-tl'd.3in il [Jld.3ini] [Jld.3ini] jeans.

The alternate Iml occurs as in the following examples

(104) Underlying Singular plural gloss

I

mile/e+mairo z [rnairo ] [mairo ]

/e+rnita/ [mila] [mita] meter

/e+mobairo I [mo'l'bairo ] [m:>mbai~ ] mobi Ie phone
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Lastly the alternate of Inl before vowel initial stem is 1]1I. This is shown in the following

examples

4.6 Class 11/9 RU/N-

This class includes nouns which denote material objects and some body parts ..

We rarely have the English loan words that can be categorized in this class. Therefore we

don't have any example in the data presented in this study.

4.7 Class 12/13 [ka/ga-tu]

In this class, we have diminutive nouns. Any Gikuyu noun can be changed from its ordinary

size to the diminutive form by the addition of the prefixes IgalkaJ. Further more, things held

with contempt are placed in this class. This is done to belittle them and make them appear

unimportant or non consequential. This is illustrated by the following example,

(J 05) Ordinary size Singular (diminutive) plural gloss

/rnu-ouri/ I ya-duril old man

/ka-rooingo I . /tc-rooiogo I wall

The English loan words can also be treated this way. for example,

(J 06) Ordinary size Singular (diminutive) plural gloss

lka-wJr>iJi! .lto-wJr>iJ if an office

/mu-reugeti/ /ka-moreugeti/ /to-moreugeti/ a blanket

li-r>ar>acl pawpaw

10+r>iridil police

Ika-r>ar>ael ............ Ito-r>ar>ael

I ya-r>iridil .............. Ito-r>iridil

Iya -kambel ............ /to-ka'I'be/

4.8 Class 14/6 (o-maJ

This class mainly consists of abstract nouns. Example
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(107) Singular plural gloss

/o-thorni/ - /ma-oorno 1 education

/o-hak i/ Ima-hakil bribery

10- ywatil /ma-o ywaitil danger

We have the prefix Iwl added to a stem beginning with a vowe1,for example,

(108) Singular

Iw-eyaJ

/w-e=do 1

Iw-eral

plural

Ima-weyaJ

/ma-we'do I

/ma-wera/

gloss

niceties

love

job

Some English loan words can also be placed in this class, for example,

(109) Singular plural gloss

/o-ugati/ /ma-ocgati/ police like harshness

/o-kara'l'ba/ - /ma-okara'I'ba/ discrimination

/o-terepa/ /ma-otereba/ driving

The above example shows nouns used in a contemptuous manner r.e. while ridiculing

something, a Gikuyu speaker may add the prefix ImaJ as shown in the examples above.

4.9 Class 15/11 (balko]

This is a class where we find locative nouns for example,

(110) Singular

/ha-na/

I ha- "dol

plural

/ko-na/

Iko-"dol

gloss

a place

a place

We don't have any English loan words being placed here
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4.10 Morphological process

4.10 Affixation processes

According to Fromkin and Rodman (1988: 131), Affixation is a process in which, prefixes,

infixes, and suffixes are conjoined to other morphemes to form nouns. In the Gikuyu

language. prefixes and suffixes can be used to derive noun from other grammatical

categories. For example, verbs and adjectives can derive nouns as follows,

(111) Verb gloss

Ina sing

singular

!TIU - in

plural

! ~ - in -!

(c.p) (v.rt) (n.af.) (c.p) (v.rt) (n.af.)

(C.p) refers to class prefix,(v.rt) refers to the verb root and (n.at) refers to the Nominalizing

affix. Note that when the class prefixes are added to the verb root in the example, (111)

above the derived noun is categorized in classes I and 2 of the Gikuyu noun classes. The

Nominalizing affixes in example, (111) specify a particular noun in the Gikuyu language. In

this regard the derived noun belongs to the noun types that denote an agent or an action.

(Mwangi 1992), observes that when the Nominalizing affixes, {i} and {u} are suffixed to the

verb root, they derive various noun types. For example, when the Norninalizing affix {i}

is suffixed to a verb root a noun denoting an agent or an action is formed, as shown in the

example (III) above. Similarly, when the Nominalizing affix {o} is suffixed to the verb

root, a derived noun that denotes product of an action expressed by the verb is formed. This

is shown in the following example.

(112) Verb gloss singular plural

gosha to praise ki - gosh - Q

(c.p.) (v.rt.) (n.af.)

i- gosh - Q.. praises

(c.p.) (v.rt) (n.af ..)

Lastly, when the nominalizing affix {u} is suffixed to the adjective root a derived noun that

denotes a state or quality is formed. For example.
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(113) Verb gloss

to fix) I somebody

singular plural

a- keg -u foolishKegia mu- keg -Ll

(c.p.) (v.rt.) (n.af.) (c.p.) (v.rt.) (n.af.)

people

From the examples (III) (112) and (113) above. it is evident that even derived noun are

categorized into different noun classes. 111 this regard. the noun in examples, (III) and( 113)

are placed in classes I and 2 { mo- a} whereas the noun in example (112) above is in placed

classes 7 and R {k i- i/ci}. It is also worth to note that, the Nominalizing affixes serve the

above functions only in the Gikuyu derived nouns. Ilowever in Gikuyu, nouns which are not

a product of derivation. the addition of vowels at the end of a root is meant to create an

acceptable morphological structure of the Gikuyu language.

4 10.1 Prcfixation

Prefixation involves the addition of a morpheme at the initial position of a stem or a root

Prefixation in Gikuyu is very productive, since the plural is marked in the prefixes only.

Scotton (19720:371) argues that. this process is very common in all Bantu languages,

whereby. the plural is indicated in the class prefixes. However in English the plural is

indicated by the addition of a suffix alongside other derivational morphemes. For example.

(114) Q.riv~ + er + drivers

(Verb) (n.m.) (suffix.) (noun)

Whcre (n.m), refers to the nominalizing morpheme.

The morphological rule lor the above process is summarized as

(115) Stem + a nominalizing morpheme + suffix = plural noun

Notice that, 'C have the derivational morphcm {-er} and the suffixation morpheme {s J

being added after the stem of the verb to mark plurality as shown in (115) above. The

analysis in Gikuyu is different because the plural morphemes are placed before the verb root

as shown below.
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(115) Stem + a nominalizing morpheme + suffix = plural noun

Notice that, we have the derivational morpheme {-er} and the suffixation morpheme {s}

being added after the stem of the verb to mark plurality as shown in (I 15) above. The

analysis in Gikuyu is different because the plural morphemes are placed before the verb root

as shown below.

(116) Verb gloss singular plural gloss

Gura buy mu + gur + =mugun
. .

a + gur + \ = agun a buyer

(c.p.) (v.rt) (n.af) (c.p.) (v.rt.) (n.af..)

Kama to milk mu + kam + i = mukami a + kam + i = akami a' milk man

(c.p.) (v.rt.) (n.af..) (c.p.) (v.rt.) (n.af..)

The class prefixes act as both the pluralizing morphemes as well as noun class markers in the

Gikuyu examples (116) shown above. Notice also that, the language has a pair of these class

prefixes comprising singular and plural as shown in the example (116) above. In addition the

final vowels in the example (116) serve the function of indicating the type of the noun; in this

case the noun type shown in this example is an agentive noun. The analysis done above

shows that English and Gikuyu differ in terms of plural marking. According to Fromkin

(1988: 131), in every language, there are morphological rules that determine how morphemes

combine to form new words. In this regard, the English loanwords are treated just like other

nouns that are not a product of derivation. Therefore they will have to follow the

morphological rules of the Gikuyu language. This means that, they will have to be assigned

to the respective Gikuyu noun classes, where they will be made to acquire class prefixes that

correspond to other Gikuyu nouns in those classes. In addition plurality will be marked on

the prefixes added on them. For illustration purposes, T will compare the English loan words

with other Gikuyu nouns not formed through derivation. For example

(117) Noun singular plural gloss

kiondo ki- ndo C \- ondo a basket
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. Notice that, the nouns in the example above (1 17) are not analyzed like the derived nouns

although they are placed in the same classes with them, that is, classes, 7/8 {ki- i}and 1/2

{mo-a} respectively. However their roots must end with a vowel to create an acceptable

morphological structure of the Gikuyu language. Similarly we carry the same analysis on

English loan word as follows

( 118) Noun singular plural gloss

Murengeti mu- rengeti me- rengeti a blanket

(c.p) (root) (c.p) (root)

Muithikiri mu- ithikiri me- ithikiri a bicycle

(c.p) (root) (c.p) (root)

Note that, from the examples (I 18) above the words are first assigned to classes 3 and 4

[mo-me I and are made to acquire class prefixes that correspond to other Gikuyu nouns in

that class. Similarly the plural is indicated on the prefixes. The roots end in a vowel but in

this case the vowels do not play any other function a part from creating an acceptable

morphological structure of Gikuyu language. Furthermore, we cannot analyze the root further

since the nouns in example (118) are not derived nouns Gikuyu. The morphological rule in

example ( ) above can be stated as

(120) Class prefix [singular and plural] + the root = Noun in class 3/4

[Mo-me] [mo-me]

Therefore, the other English loan words into the Gikuyu language are analyzed in the same

manner. For example in class I and 2 {mu-a}

(121) Noun

Mungertha

singular

mu- ng7retha

(c.p) (root)

plural

ngeretha

gloss

English mana-

(c.p) (root)

The morphological rule for the example (121) above will therefore be

(122) Class prefix [singular and plural] + the root = a noun in class I and 2
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In this regard, the Prefixation acts as a strategy for the adaptation of English loan words into

the Gikuyu language as shown in all examples above.

4.11 Morphological Insertion

When we analyzed insertion in phonology we found that a vowel is usually inserted at the

end of a Gikuyu syllable to create an acceptable syllable. However insertion in morphology

refers to the addition of a class prefix marker and a nominalizing affix to the verb root of the

derived nouns. However in other nouns which are not a product of derivation we add prefixes

only. For example in Gikuyu nouns and English loan words in the language as shown in

(121) above. The morphological rule of insertion for English loan words will be stated as

follows,

(123) Class prefix [singular and plural] + the root = a noun in a specific noun class.

Conclusion

I have also shown the significance of suffixation in derived nouns compared to other nouns

which are not a product of derivation process. The suffixes {i,~, u} in derived nouns specify

the noun type, where by {-i} when suffixed to the root, results to the formation of an agentive

noun or a noun that depicts an action. Similarly, when {o} is suffixed to the root, a noun that

denotes a product of the action expressed by the verb is formed. Lastly when {u} is suffixed

to the root, a noun that denotes a state or quality is formed. However, in Gikuyu nouns which

are not a product of the derivational process, the vowels found at the end of the root are just

meant to create an acceptable morphological structure of the language. This also applies to

the English loan words as they get adapted in to Gikuyu. Nonetheless, I have shown that

even derived nouns are made to: fit into the respective Gikuyu noun classes. A comparison
i

between English and Gikuyu languages in terms of plural marking has been done, whereby

plural marking in English by suffixation whereas in Gikuyu it is realized through Prefixation.

This shows that every language has its own morphological rules and that when the English
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loan words are adapted into the Gikuyu language, they will have to conform to the

morphological rules of the Gikuyu language. I can therefore conclude that, most of the

English loan words are assigned into classes, 12113 (ka/ga-tu), 9/10 (n-n) and 3/4 (mo-me).

We hardly have any English loan words in classes 11110 (ru-n) and 15/16 (ha-ko). Affixation

as a morphological process has been used in the adaptation of English loan words into the

Gikuyu language
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CHAPTER FIVE

Summary, Conclusion and Recommendations

5.0 INTRODUCTION

This study was aimed at investigating how English loan words are adapted into Gikuyu

language. In their adaptation, several phonological and morphological adaptation processes

were found to be responsible, when the English loan words get adapted into the recipient

language, which is Gikuyu.

This study followed the Natural Generative Phonology (N.G.P.) approach, in the analysis of

how English loan words are treated in the Gikuyu language. N.G.P is described as a more

constrained and less powerful theory compared to Transformational Generative Phonology

(T.G.P). Therefore, it is capable of describing many systems that are not possible human

languages. Secondly, it is a concrete theory since it constrains abstract rules by applying a

true generalization condition. In this regard, all rules are supposed to express a transparent

surface generation. Similarly, the true generalization condition allows us to have rules of the

grammar that make generalizations that are true and testable. Nonetheless, the theory requires

that phonological rules and representations bear a direct relation to the surface linguistic

forms, the resulting analyses are subject to empirical disconfirmation than abstract analysis

advanced in T.G.P.

5.1. SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH FINDINGS

The phoneme and the syllable playa major role in the adaptation of English loan words into

the Gikuyu language. As for the phoneme, three adaptation strategies were identified. These

adaptation strategies included the following, phonemic preservation, merger and split. The

phonemic preservation suggests that, a borrowed sound is maintained in the recipient

language The Engl ish phonemes, that is, the vowel Ii I and the consonants /t.rn.n.rj/ were

found to be 'preserved in the Gikuyu language, which in this case is the borrower.
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Phonemic Merger occurs where we have several phonemes in the lending language being

represented by a single phoneme in the borrowing language. To begin with English vowels

I:::>I and 10 I are merged into lu I in Gikuyu. Secondly the English vowels I 3, e, A, ee, ,a I

are merged into a single phoneme Ia!. Thirdly, the English I:::>I and 101 are merged into I:::>I in

Gikuyu. The English vowels are merged in Gikuyu because, Gikuyu has a rather limited

Inventory of vowel compared to English. The phenomenon of merging was also found with

the consonants. To begin with, the English labiodental fricatives If I and Ivl are merged into 113

I in Gikuyu. Secondly, the English dental and alveolar fricatives Is, z, 0, e I are merged

into a voiced dental fricative 10 I in Gikuyu. Thirdly, the English palatal sibilants 11[,z, sf are

merged into a voiceless palatal alveolar fricative II I .Furthennore, the English liquids /II and

Irl are collapsed into alveolar trill Irl in Gikuyu. The reason for this consonant merger is

because of the limited Gikuyu consonantal inventory and also, due to the phonotactic

constraints of the language.

Lastly, a split is a sound in the lending language showing more than one reflex in the

recipient language. This study also found that, the English voiceless bilabial plosive Ipi splits

into two different phonemes in Gikuyu i.e. voiced bilabial fricative 113I and a prenasalised

voiced bilabial plosive rb I. A similar situation occurs in the English voiced bilabial plosive

Ib I which is realised as three different phonemes in Gikuyu, these are, prenasalised bilabial

plosive I mb/, a voiced bilabial fricative I ~ I, and a nasal/m/. In addition, the English voiced

alveolar stop Idl is realised as a voiceless alveolar stop ItI, a prenasalised voiced alveolar stop

I ndl and an alveolar trill/rl in Gikuyu. Lastly, the English voiceless velar stop I k/ is realised

as a voiced velar fricative I y I and a homorganic prenasalised velar plosive Iqgl. The English

voiced palatal affricate 1d.3I is tealised as a prenasalised voiced palatal affricate I JlctY in

Gikuyu.

This study established that, adaptation at the level of the phoneme was not enough, therefore
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the syllable was also identi fled as responsible for the adaptation of English loan words into

the Gikuyu language. In chapter two we carried out analysis of the Gikuyu syllable where we

found that, the language had a ev ev type of syllable. Schane (1973:52), identified syllable

structure processes which were responsible in the distribution of consonants and vowels

within a word. These processes are meant to attain the preferred syllable structure of the

language in question. In this regard, my study found a number of syllable structure

processes which were responsible in the adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu

language. These processes included vowel insertion (epenthesis). Since Gikuyu has an open

ev syllable structure type and English has closed eve syllable structure type, it was found

that a vowel needed to be inserted at the end of each syllable to open a closed English

syllable. When this process is complete the preferred syllable structure of Gikuyu is deemed

to have been achieved. This is evident in the data analysed in example (77) and(78). We also

have voicing, where this study found that, a voiceless English consonant is voiced when

preceded by a nasal as the word is adapted into the Gikuyu language. (See 88). Labial

del inking is syllable structure process, which blocks a succession of prenasalised obstruents

in contiguous syllables as shown in example (90), we also have alveolar del inking which

blocks the succession of prenasal ised sounds. Failure to apply the two processes would lead

to ill formed words as shown in example (91). Vowel deletion was evident in some English

loan words as shown in example (85). According to Hyman (1975:161), rules for deletion of

segments are natural to the extent that, they produce a more natural syllable structure. In our

case, the vowels are deleted to attain a natural syllable structure for the Gikuyu. Liquid

spreading was another syllable adaptation process evident in this study. This is a kind of

assimilation, where a segment extends its features to other neighbouring segments. In this
I

case the English Idl is changed Into Irl in Gikuyu. This is shown in the examples in (87).

Other than':phonemic and phonological adaptation of English loan words into Gikuyu the

English loan words also underwent through morphological adaptation. The affixation
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processes were responsible for the adaptation of English loan words into Gikuyu. As far as

morphological adaptation is concerned, affixation processes have been found to be

responsible for the adaptation of English loan words, into the Gikuyu language.

This study has found that the morphological rules for English are rather different especially in

marking plural. In English, plural is formed by adding a suffix to a stem whereas in Gikuyu it

is formed by the addition of a class prefix. Similarly, this study has found that, the Gikuyu

prefix serves two functions, that is, to indicate plurality and to categorise nouns into various

noun classes. All Bantu languages place their nouns in any of the noun classes. Gikuyu has

15 classes as outlined in chapter four above. They include, Classes I and 2 {rno-a}, 3 and 4

{Mo-Me}, 5 and 6 {I-Ma}, 7 and 8 {Ki/i+Ci}, 9 and 10 {N-N} and II and 9 {Ru- N}, 12

and 13{KalGa-tu} 14 and 6 to-Mal and lastly classes 15 and 11 {Ha-Ko} Similarly, this

study has also found that, suffixation in Gikuyu serves two purposes, that is, to SPecify the

noun type in case the noun is a derived one. For example, agentive nouns, quality nouns

and nouns that denote a product and secondly, suffixes serve the function of creating an

acceptable morphological structure of the language, especially in nouns that are not a product

of derivation. Since every language has its morphological rules, the English loan words are

made to conform to the morphological rules of the Gikuyu language. In this regard, the

English loan words are made to acquire the Gikuyu class prefixes, plurality is then indicated

in the class prefixes before the noun is placed alongside other nouns bearing the same class

prefixes. Since the English loan words are not derived nouns in Gikuyu, the vowels found at

the end of the root are just meant to create an acceptable morphological structure of the

Gikuyu language. Lastly, this study has found the addition of prefixes and affixes as a kind of

morphological insertion, where morphemes are inserted initially, as in prefixes and finally as

suffixes. Prefixation as an insertion process has been found to be very productive in Gikuyu,

because, it determines the noun class in the language and also indicates plural in all Gikuyu

nouns including English loan words. In this regard the English loan words are made to fit into
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various Gikuyu noun classes, marked by various class prefixes. Lastly, this study also found

that the majority of English loan words were assigned to class %{mo-me]}9/0 {n-n}and

15/16 {ka/ ga- tu}

5.2. Relating our findings to objectives and hypothesis

In chapter one, we listed the following objectives:

1. To analyse and identify the phonological and morphological processes that are

involved in the adaptation of the English loan words in to the Gikuyu language.

2. To determine whether these adaptation processes forms a pattern that can be

generalised in terms of some linguistic rules, and

3. To describe how loan words from English are adapted into Gikuyu at the level of the

phoneme

In an attempt to answer the above research questions we hypothesi sed that;

I. The phonological and morphological processes will form a pattern that will be

generalized in terms of linguistic rules.

2. The affixation processes will playa major role in the morphological adaptation of

English loan words into the Gikuyu language.

Our discussion in chapters three and four catered for the three research objectives. We have

ana lysed and identified some phonological and morphological processes that are responsible

for the adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu language. As we focus to meet our

set objectives, we have also tested our research hypotheses all of which have been confirmed,

since we had hypothesized that, there were some phonological and morphological processes

responsible for the adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu language. The following

processes were shown to have been responsible for this adaptation. (phonemic strategies)

which included;

1. preservation

2. merger
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3. split

Syllable structure adaptation processes

I. Vowel epenthesis

2. Vowel deletion

3. Consonantal voicing

4. consonantal dissimilation

5. dental delinking

6. alveolar del inking

Morphological processes,

Affixation

Lastly, since we hypothesi sed that phonological and morphological processes will form a

pattern that will be generalised in terms of linguistic rules, from our findings, the syllable

structure processes together with the phonemic adaptation strategies were found to be

responsible for the adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu language.

5.3 CONCLUSION

This study was endeavoured to determine the phonological and morphological processes

involved in the adaptation of English loan words into Gikuyu language, using the N.G.P

theoretical frame work. This theory was deemed adequate in the analysis of those processes

as English loan words get adapted into Gikuyu.

5.4 RECOMMENDATIONS

The interaction between various languages always results to languages borrowing from each

other. In this regard, research need to be conducted to determine how Gikuyu loan words

into English are treated in the language. Similarly research needs to be carried out on

semantic adaptation of English loan words into the Gikuyu language.
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APPENDIX 1

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

I am a post graduate student in the University of Nairobi, with an interest in Gikuyu

borrowed words from English. Ihave provided one hundred English words on one column.

(a) Please provide an equivalent word in Gikuyu in the column labeled Gikuyu.

(b) Do not write your name anywhere on this questionnaire

Age .

Sex .

ENGLISH GIKUYU

I. Pawpaw

2. Doctor

3. Driver

4~Judge (Noun)

5. Blanket

6. Jeans

7. Skirt

8. Blouse

9. Suit (noun)

10. Gumboots

11. Tie

12. Piston

13. Computer

14. Typewriter

(noun)

15. Pump

16. Clutch'

17. Video

(noun)

(noun)
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18. Drum (noun)

19. Trumpet

20. Agreement

21. Claim (noun)

22. Baptize

23. Sacrament

25. Bible

26. Bishop

27. Layleader

28. Colour bar

29. Mobile phone

30. Common land

31. Platoon

32. Police

33. Battery

34. Mile

35. Chocolate

36. Million

37. Meter

38. English man

39. Tobacco

40. Kilo

41. Office

42. Certificate

43. Cement; (noun)

44. Cedar
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45. Court (noun)

46. Avocado

47. Week

48. Scots

49. Move straight

50. Summons (noun)

51. Dam.

52. Motor car

54. Bomb (noun)

55. File (noun)

56. Malaria

57. Weekend

58. Cent

59. Guard (noun)

60. Cabbage

61. Chips

62. Bakery

63. Camp (noun)

64. Emergency •
66. Surrender (noun)

67. Salute (noun)

68. Advance

69. Operation

70. Scone

71. Soup

72. Biscuit



73. Tank

74. Spot light

75. Jug

76. Stove

77. Wardrobe

78. Diesel

79. Agriculture

80. Bus

81. Rad iator

82. Taxi

83. Rosary

84. Catholic

85. Cinema

86. Dance

87. Committee

89. Cancel

90. School

91. Class

92. Book

93. Cigarrete

94. Thermos

95. Bloody fool

96. Garage

97. Powder

98. Thank you.

99. Hospital

80

(noun)

(noun)

(noun)
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100. Alarm (noun)

101. Answer (noun)

102. Speed (noun)

103. Pin (noun)

104. Bond (noun)

105. Hardwood

106. Headmaster

107. Clinic

108. Nurse (noun)

109. Ward (noun)

110. Breaks (noun)



APPENDIX 2

Data on phonological and morphological adaptation of English loan words into Ki-kabete

dialect ofGikuyu language

English

Orthography phonetic form orthography

Gikuyu

phonetic form

IPawpaw Ip::J:p::>:I Ibabae lipapael

2. Doctor /dokta/ Ndagitare tdayetarel

3. Driver Idraival Ndereba I"dErEpai

4. Judge Ict3Act3l Njanji fct3aPct3il

5. Blanket Ib IreI)kit/ Murengeti /more'lgeti'

6. Jeans Ict3i:nsl Njini fet3inil

7. Skirt /ska.t/ Thikati loikatil

8. Blouse /blaos/ Mburaothi rburaooil

9. Suit Isu:tI Thuti loutil

10. Gumboots /gxmbu.tz/ Ngamumbuti flgambutil

II. Tie Itall Tai ltail

12. Piston /pistan/ Mbithitoni rbioitonil

13. Computer /kampju.ta/ Kambiuta Ikambjuta/

14. Typewriter /tatpratta/ Taiburaita Itai!3uraital

15. Pump IpAmpl Mbombo rb::Jmb::J1

16. Clutch Ik lAW Kerashi lkeraJiI

17. Video /vidiao/ Findio l!3indio/

18. Drum /drAm/ Ndarama tdaramal

19. Trumpe~ ItrAmpltl Karumbeta /karu'I'beta/
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20. Agreement lagri:mantl Ngirimiti f'lgirim itil

21.Claim Ikletml Kireimu Ikireimul

22. Baptize /beeptatz/ Batithia l!3atidia!

23. Sacrament /seekrarnent/ Thakaramendi /oakarams'di/

24. Bible /baibl/ Bibiria Ibibiria!

25. Bishop Ib~repl Mbishobu rbif::>f3ul

26. Lay leader /leili.da/ Ririnda /reri'lda/

27. Colour bar Ikfdaba:1 Karambaa /kara'l'ba/

28. Mobile /rnaubail/ Mombairo /mo'I'bairo/

29. Common land /kornanleend/ Komonirandi /komoniradi/

30. Platoon Iplatu:nl Mbatuni rbatunil

31. Police Ipalisl Birithi l!3iridil

32. Battery /bastri/ Mbetiri l[mbEtiril

33. Mile /rnail/ Mairo /mairo/

34. Chocolate Itfaklatl Shokoreti If::>k::>reti/

35. Million Imiljanl Mirioni /rnirijoni/

36. Meter Imita/ Mita 1mita!

37. Englishman lil)ghj'mrenl Mungeretha ImoIJgErEda/

38. Tobacco Itabrekaol Mbake rbakel

39. Kilo Iki:laol Kiro lki~1

40. Office /ofis/ Wabishi Iwa!3ijil

41. Certificate Isattftkatl Thatibiketi Idati!3ikEti/

42. Cement Isimentl Thimiti /dimiti/

43. Cedar Isidal Shida ljida!

44. Court 1k::>:tI Igoti liy::>til
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45. Avocado /asvaka.dao/ Avakando /avaka'tdo/

46. Week IWlk/ Wiki Iwikil

47. Scots /skots/ Thogoto 10000y~t~1

48. Move straight /mu.vstrett/ Mubuteti Imol3utetil

49. Summons /szmans/ Thamanji loama"dJiI

50. Dam /dasm/ Ndemu fdemul

51. Motorcar Imautaka:1 Motokaya /rnotokaja/

52. Grenade /granetd/ Nguruneti f'lgurunetil

53. Bomb /bnrn/ Mbomu I"'b8mul

54. File Ifatll Fairo Il3air81

55. Malaria /malearia/ Mareria Imarerial

56. Weekend Iwi:kendl Wikendi /wike'ldi/

57. Cent Isentl Thendi loendil

60. Guard Ign:dl Ngati f'lgatil

61. Parklands /pa.kleend/ Bakirandi Il3akirandil

62. Cabbage /krebi<tl Kabishi /kal3iJil

63. Chips Itfjpsl Shibithi lJibioil

64. Bakery /beikari/ Mbekeri I"'bekeril

65. Camp /keemp/ Kambe /kambel

66. Emergency /irna.djensi/ Manjeneti Ima"dJenetil

67. Surrender /sarenda/ Therenda loerendal

68. Salute Isalu:tI Tharutia loarutial

69. Advance ladva:nsl Warubanji Iwarul3a"<til

70. Operation /opareijn/ Birigisheni Il3iriyifenil

71. Scone /sknn/ Thigonji loiy~<til
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72. Soup Isu:pl Thubu louf3u/

73. Biscuit Ibiskitl Muthuguiti /moouvuiti/

74. Tank ItCEnk/ Itangi litalJgil

75. Spotlight /spntlait/ Mbotoraiti rb:::>t:::>raitil

76. Jug IdJl'.g/ Njagi I"dJa)'el

77. Stove Istaovl Thitobu loit:::>f3ul

78. Wardrobe /wo.dronb/ Wondirobu Iw:::>ndir:::>f3ul

79. Diesel Idi: zll Ndithoru fdioorol

80. Agriculture lCEgnkA1tfal Ngirigasha jlJgiriyafa!

81. Bus IbAsI Mbathi rbaoil

82. Radiator /reidieta/ Ririeta Iririeta!

83. Taxi ItCEksil Tegithi ItEyioil

84. Rosary Iraozaril Ruthario Irooari:::>1

85. Catholic /keeelik/ Gathoreki l)'ao:::>rEkii

86. Cinema /sinama/ Thenema IOEnEma!

87. Committee /kamiti/ Kamiti Ikarnetel

88. Cancel IkCEnsll Kanja lkafldJai

89. School Isku:ll Thukuru loukurul

90. Class Ikla:sI Kirathi /keraoi/

91. Book Ibukl lbuku lif3ukul

92. Cigarette /sigaret/ Thigara loiyaral

93. Thermos Ie a.mas/ Thermosi /oarnosi/

94. Bloody fool IblAdifu:lI Mburarifuru rburari f3uru/

95. Garage IgCEra:3 I Gereshi jlJgErEjil


